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The work described in this report was performed by United Aircraft Corporate
Systems Center for NASA Electronics Research Center as partial fulfillment of
Contract No. NAB 12-40.
This volume, SCR 290, Volume H - Simulation Documentation, delineates the
Compiler Programs for Interplanetary Space Navigation developed under this contract
and provides the user with sufficient information for operation of the programs.
Copies of each program and a sample test case for each program have been transmitted
to NASA/ERC under the terms of this contract.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The two major objectives of the Study of Simplified Navigation and Guidance
Schemes (NASA Contract 12-40) are 1) to define the navigation and gccidanc;e require-
ments, as applied to a small energetic kick stage, for an interplanetary mission in
which the gravitational field of Jupiter is utilized to deflect tht.
 trajectory of a space-
craft from an orbit initially in the ecliptic plane to one which is perpendicular to
the ecliptic plane, and 2) to extend the IJACSC -conceived orbital navigation concept
to interplanetary trajectories. To attain these objectives it was necessary to develop
three major computer simulations in the general areas of trajectory analysis and
navigation system performance. The purpose of Volume II is to document the sim-
ulations produced and to provide a complete guide for their use. All three computer
programs are written in FORTRAN IV for the IBM 7094 Model II computer and may
be described functionally as follows:
The N-Body 'Truth Model Program (N-BODY) is a semi-double precision,
Cowell Method trajectory program intended primarily for the simulation of
interplanetary trajectories which pass in the neighborhood of Jupiter.
The Linear Optimum Filter Navigation Program (LjbF) is a single precision
program designed for the simulation of the performance of a linear optimum filter
navigation technique over typical Jupiter swing-by interplanetary trajectories. The
linear optimum filter scheme combines optical measurements of the line-of-sight
vectors to nearby celestial bodies with a linear filter data processing technique using
statistically optimized gains to bound position and velocity errors during the mission.
The Interplanetary Space Navigation Program (ISN) is a single precision pro-
gram designed for the performance evaluation of the UACSC-conceived orbital naviga-
tion concept extended to interplanetary operation and applied to typical Jupiter swing-
by trajectories. The ISN concept is a simple nonlinear technique which utilizes the
filtered difference between measured and navigated estimates of the l; .le-of-sight
vector to nearby celestial bodies as feedback quantities in the navigation loops.
Because of functional similarities, the three computer programs described
herein have many areas of common design. For example, each program has identical
means for input and problem termination. In addition, all three programs use the
point mass, Cartesian coordinate equations of motion to generate a reference 'truth"
trajectory. Each such trajectory is governed by a common gravitational force model.
In order to provide a direct comparison between the results from the two navigation
programs, both programs use the same error source model as input and are functionally
designed to be equivalent. The major program characteristics are described in more
detaii in the following paragraphs. In order to avoid duplication of descriptive material,
those characteristics common to two or more progruns are discussed first.
1
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A. Characteristics Common to All Thl?ec Programs
1. Each program contains logic which automatically adjusts the origin of the
major coordinate frame in order to maintain computational accuracy when
the vehicle passes through a planetary sphore of influence. The list of
eligible coordinate centers is limited to the Sun and Jupiter for the two
navigation programs and to the Furth, Sun and Jupiter for the N-BIMY
program.
2. The equations of motion contained in all three programs take into account
the Newtonian gravitational fields of a maximum of seven celestial bodies
chosen from a master list of ten celestial bodies. The particular set
included at any one time is a function of the vehicle position relative to the
positions of the planets, i.e. , upon the particular origin of coordinates in
use at the time. The group of planets associated with each coordinate
center are given in Table 1-1. As indicated, the masses of Jupiter's
moons are added to Jupiter's mass for those portions of the trajectory
within the Earth's and Sun's spheres of influence. 'This is done to improve
consistency in the total mass of the planetary system from one trajectory
phase to'another.
3. All planetary orbits are considered to be ellipses with constant orbital
elements. Because the three programs are intended primarily as naviga-
tion and guidance system evaluation tools, this level of sophistication is
sufficient to provide the desired level of comparison between truth and
navigated trajectory estimates.
4. Each program utilizes a system -)f planet index codes as a means of refer-
encing the celestial bodies. This system consists of a scat of integers each
corresponding to a given celestial body. The particular code for each body
in the master list is given in Table 1-1.
5. All linear input-output variables are expressed in either kilometers or
astronomical units (AU). In general, the metric system is used for
those portions of the trajectory within the Earth's or Jupiter's spheres
of influence and astronomical units are used in the Sun's sphere of
influence. Velocities are always expressed in meters per second.
Angular input-output variables are specified in degrees except in
connection with sensor measurements where the expressed units are
are seconds. Internally all three programs use astronomical units,
days, and radians as the units for length, time, and angular measure-
ment, respectively.
11N1'1E














I Earth x x x
2 Jupiter - - x
2 Jupiter +	 J x x ..
i 	 I mooni
3 Sun x x x
4 Moon x x -
5 Venus x x -
6 Mars x x -
7 Jupiter. Moon I - - x
$: Jupiter Moon II, - _	 x
9 Jupiter Moon III - - x
10 Jupiter Moon IV - - x
* N-BODY Program only
scs Leo u
B. Characteristics Common to the Navigation Programs
1. The two navigation programs are designed to simulate three possible sources
of error in the generation of a navigated trajectory. The three pertinent
sources of error are; 1) the use of an unrealistic force model caused by
celestial body exclusion in the navigation system equations of motion, 2)
errors in knowledge Qf the initial state, and 3) a composite measurement
error applied at each measurement during a navigated trajectory., The
measurement errors, expressed in terms of small changer, in the inertial
right ascension and declination of the observed planet, are intended to
reflect the combined effects of sensor alignment errors, o9dcal measurement
errors, and stellar inertial self-calibration errors.
.	 2. The user has the capability, via input, of specifying the number of celestial
bodies to be considered in the navigated equations of motion. In this
fashion the effect of eliminating certain force fields from the navigation
system force model may be evaluated. The programs are set up such that
the specification of less than the maximum number of planets possible will
automatically eliminate the least significant celestial bodies from considera-
tion.
3. Both navigation programs have the capability . of generating a numly , r of traj	 -
tories within the framework of one run for the convenience in app lying a
statistical analysis to the results. One run consists of a "truth" trajectory
possibly one or more navigated trajectories each starting irony
 a given set
initial conditions.
	 The navigated trajectories differ from the "truth , ' trajee-
tory and from each other by an asstinied set of errors in the laiowlodge
of initial state and by the measurement errors applies,..!- ,,^ach input-specified j
measurement time. The errors in knowledge of initial state and the maasu
	 -
ment errors are obtained from a random number generator subject to ate-
specified mean and standard deviation constraints.
4. A numerical data processing subroutine is included in each program for
purpose of calculating and printing the mean, standard deviation, and sew y,
moment about zero for each set of position and velocity errors at a given
measurement time during the mission. The subroutine utilizes the data
generated during the series of navigated trajectories in that particular run.,
5. A maximum of 100 navigation meal rements can be made during any one
trajectory computation. These are specified via input by the selection of
the desired measurement time and the planet index code representing the







C. Speri i e Program Characteristics
1. A-Body Truth :Model Program
a. The user has a choice of two numerical integration techniques:
(1) Runge-Kutta fourth order with constant step size
(2) Adams four-poi.,-it with variable step size and au*.omatic error
contral.
b. The ir'tial trajectory conditions may be specified in either of two ways:
(1) Cartesian coordinates
(2) conic section orbital elements.
c. A maximum of four thrust maneuvers can be made during any one
trajectory. The maneuvers are approximated by impulsive velocity
additions and are defined by specifying the time at which the maneuver
is to take place and the three components of impulsive velocity to be
added.
d, fn recognition,of the varying integration accuracy requirements over
the totality of one trajectory, a provision has been made for the input
specification of six. different intet;rAat on step sues. Three sizes may
be specified for that part of the trajectory within the Earth's sphere of
influence and two for that part within Jupiter's sphere of influence.
Vehicle distance from the central body is the factor governing which
is used at any given time. One step size is provided for that part of
the trajectory within the Sun's sphere of influence. In addition, the
user may specify the print frequency corresponding to each integration
step size. The print frequency is herein defined to be the desired
time interval of print expressed in terms of integral multiples of the
i integration step size minus one. In other words, if f is the print fre-
quency, the program will print every (f + 1) times the integration step
size for that phase of the trajectory.
Ir-
A maximum of twenty observation or measurement times may be
specified by the user. At the specified times the program performs a
standard print (see bection W-A) and contin zues,. The logic for accom-
plishing this task was originally included to allow the N-BODY program




Subsequent analysis of the navigation problem, however, indicated
that a separate truth model program would be cumbersome, and that
function was therefore incorporated into each navigation simulation
separately. As a result, the option of specifying observation times
will probably not be needed in the N-B16DY program for most appli-
cations. The logic, if not used, does not affect the execution time
in any way. It is noted that the logic used in the measurement time
calculation is shared with the logic used to simulate thrust maneuvers
(see Section I. C. 1. c.) and cannot be eliminated without changing
that function.
f. The N-BODY program contains a built-in capability of generating a
numerically integrated two-body trajectory for checkout purposes.
Setting the input variable TEST equal to unity zeros out the masses of
all celestial bodies except the initial dominant central body. Care
must be taken, however, not to exceed the defined boundaries of the
pertinent planetary sphere of influence.
2. Linear Optimum Filter Navigation Program
a. All navigation gains are statistically optimized to minimize the effects
of measurement errors in a least squared sense and are generated
within the navigation computation itself. Measurement data is fed
back into the navigation loops only at the designated measurement times.
b. All navigation calculations are carried out using rectangular coordinates.
The state vector is composed of three position and three velocity
components..
c. A fourth order Runge-Kutta integration scheme is used to integrate
the six state variables and a second order Runge-Kutta scheme is used
to propagate the transition matrix elements.
3. Interplanetary Space Navigation Program
a. All navigation gains are assumed to be constants with respect to time.
Measurement data is fed back into the navigation loops on continuous
basis through a first order lag filter.
b. The navigation scheme is mechanized in terms of a set of orbit-
referenced spherical coordinates. The integration of the state variables
is performed in that system. However, the linear gravitational accelera-
tions used in the equaticns of motion are generated first in rectangular
6
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components and then transformed to the corresponding spherical
coordinate values. The definition of the vehicle state is in terms of the
downrange angle, crossrange angle, the angular rates in the downrange
and crossrange directions, the rate o' c
 change of the distance to the
major attracting body, and the angular momentum per unit vehicle mass
about that same body. internally computed corrections to the angular
momentum term are used to compensate in the navigation equations
for the perturbations of other planeta y bodies.
c. All program integrations, including the truth and navigated equations
of motion and the navigation system filter equations, are performed
using a fourth order Runge-Kutta itategration scheme.
IRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS BEN
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II. COORDINATE SYSTEMS , ASTROPHYSICAL CONSTANTS,
AND CONVERSION FACTORS
A. Coordinate Systems
All three: programs utilize the same basic system of inertial Cartesian coordi-
nate frames. The coordinate frame in use at any given trajectory time is a function
of the computed vehicle position relative to the existing planetary configuration at
that time, i. e. , the particular sp',ere of influence through which the vehicle is passing.
Thus, a planeto centric, equatorial reference system is usad whenever the vehicle
passes sufficiently close to an eligible planetary coordinate center; otherwise a
heliocentric, ecliptic system is employed. The heliocentric, ecliptic system (XI,
YI P and 7. I) is defined such that the XI axis lies in the plane of the ecliptic and points
in the direction of the Vernal Equinox on the Julian day of epoch 2439200.5. The Y 
axis is perpendicular to the Xj axis and lies in the plane of the ecliptic. The ZI axis
is orthogonal to the other two. All planetary orbital elements are defined relative
to this system except those for Jupiter's moons which are defined relative to Jupiter's
orbital plane. In general, a planetary equatorial system is defined such that the X 
a-is is located along the intersection of the planet's equator Land its orbital plane, the
Y  axis is perpendicular to the X  axis and lies in the planet's equatorial plane, and
the Z  axis is orthogonal to both the X ` and Y  axes. The quantities needed to spocify
this system are 1) i' , the inclination of the planet's equator Nvith respect to its orbit
plane, and 2) O f , the angle measured in the plane of the planet's orbit from the
planetary ascending node to the intersection of the planet's equator with its orbit plane.
Figure 1I-1 shows a typical planetary system as used herein.
In addition to the primary Cartesian reference frames, the ISN program also
utilizes a secondary spherical coordinate frame in the mechanization of the navigation
loops. This system is illustrated in Figure U-2. The nominal vehicle orbital plane
is defined by using the center of coordinates at some given time. At the specified
time, the reference orbital plane is equated to the vehicle's instantaneous orbital plane.
The terms used to specify the reference orbit plane are 1) v, the orbital argument
of nodes relative to the pertinent coordinate system, and 2) 1
v
, the vehicle's orbital
inclination relative to the reference plane of the coordinate system in us-
__	












Figure II-1 Typical I'llanetary Equatorial Axis System
z 




Figure II-2 Spherical Coordinate Frame Used in ISN Program
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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B. Astrophysical Constants 	 e
As mentioned in Section I.A.3, all planetary orbits are assumed to he ellipses
with constant orbital elements. The numerical values for the orbital constants are
essentially those corresponding to an epoch of March 16, 1966 (Julian date: 2439200.5)
as given in Reference 1. Jupiter's four largest moons are assumed to be in circular
equatorial orbits about Jupiter with orbital radii as listed in Reference 2. The mean
longitudes at epoch for the four moons are derived from data given in Reference 1.
Only the Earth and Jupiter are considered to be oblate spheroids insofar as the
gravitational potential is concerned. All other celestial bodies in the master list of
ten are assumed to have Newtonian force fields. The equations of motion include
(where applicable) terms involving the second, third and fourth zonal harmonics for
each of the oblate planets when it is the center of coordinates. Values for the harmonic
coefficients were obtained from References 3 and 4. The astrophysical constants
assumed in the three programs described herein are summarized in Table 11--I.
C. Conversion Factors
The numerical values for all conversion factors used in the subject programs
together with the corresponding pro gram symbols are listed in Table II-II . All
reverse transformations are obtained by dividing by the appropriate conversion factor.
TABLE II-II
PROGRAM CONVERSION FACTORS
To Convey c From To Multiply By
Program
Symbol Reference
Ion	 I	 a. u. 6.6845813 x 10 9 CKMAU 5
Length a.u.	 !	 nm 8.0725861 x 10 7 AUNM 6
a. U.	 !	 ft 4.90498406 x 10 11 AUFT 6
nm 
	 ft 6076.1 XNMFT U
m/s	 A U /day 5.7754783 x 10- 7 CMSAUD 5Velocity fps	 !	 A U /day 1.7614736 x 10- 7 FPSAUD 6
Angular deg	 radian .01745329 DEGRAD 5
Measurement arc sec	 `	 radian
f
4.84813038 x 10-6 SECRAD 5
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All inputs for the three computer programs are loaded using the following
format on standard IBM 60-column punched cards:
Columns 1-2  3-5 6 - 20	 21 -35	 36 -50	 51 -65	 66 - 60
IWC LOC BUFFER(1) BUFFER(2) BUFFER(3) BUFFER(4) BUFFER(5)
where
	 IWC	 number of data words on each card (i ` IWC < 5) `
LibC	 - the program location of the first variable listed on each
card (all other variables on the card are read into .
successive locations.)
BUFFER(1-5) -floating point data words corresponding to each of the
five possible input variables read in on any one card.
The end of a case is signaled to the program by the insertion of a negative word
count (IWC) on the last regular input card for that case. The reading of input is
terminated by the inclusion of a one card final case containing a negative run number.
Termination Card Format for Each Program:
Deck Columns 1 ­ 2 3- 5 6-20
N-BODY - 1 69 -1.
L05F - 1 27 -1.
ISN - 1 141 -10
The procedure for performing a series of runs requires that only the data
being changed from case to case need be input for all cases subsequent to the first.
In addition, input values which are nominally zero do not have to be loaded except
when they are loaded directly behind an input variable that is nonzero,
The required input data and corresponding program locations are given in
Tables 1114, III-IL, and M-III for the N-BJbDY, L40F, and ISN programs, respectively.
12
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PROGRAM INPUTS FOR THE N-BODY TRUTH MODEL PROGRAM (N-BODY)
LOCATION VAR UNITS cmNam
. 1 XMTIID --- integration scheme indicator
a 0, predictor-oorrector integration method
a 1. Runge-Kutta fourth order integration method
2 VARIIH ----- Integrntion stop Indicator
^- 0.	 variable Integration stop size
= 1. constant Integration step size
3
-. PRINIA days maximum integration stop for Earth coordinate center
R <.0007  A U
4 PRiNll1 days maximum integration step for Earth coordinate center
.0007 A U	 < R < .003 a. u.
5 PR1NT1d? days maximum integration step for Earth coordinate comer
.003 A 11 < R -* RSPIIE
6 PRINT$ days maximum integration step for Bun coordinate ccntev
7 PR1NT3 days maximum integration stop for Jupiter coa: dinate center
.03 A I! < R < R5PIIJ
8 DELTJ days maxirinm integration stop for Jupiter coorfUmite center
R< .03A U
9 DATE Julian days Julian d•dte nt TIME r 0.
10 XN1 ----- initial coordinato system ind icntor
1.	 geocentric, equatorial
= 2.	 jovocentric, equatorial
3.	 heliocentric, crliptic
11 XMODE -w--- input mode indicator
- 1.	 input is in Cartesian coordina tes
-	 1	 input is in orbital elements
12 1X0 m/s
initial Cartesian velocity components in either
13 VYO m/s equatorial or ecliptic system depending .on
14 VZo m/a
IS XCO km if XN1	 1.. 2.
A U	 = 3.
16 YGO km if XN1 = 1. ,'2. initial Cartesian position coordinates in dither
A U
	
= 3. oquatorial or ecliptic system depending on XN1




Note: the next 6 items are alternatives to items 12-17 depending on XMIODE
18 AV A V initial vehicle orbital semi -major axis
19 EV ----- initial vehicle orbital eccentricity
20 Y10 deg initial vehicle orbital inclination
21 16M0 deg Initial vehicle orbitnl irgument of nodes
22 ARGPRO deg initial vehicle orbital argument of pericenter
23 ETAO deg initial vehicle orbital true anomaly
24 THRIND ----- number of thrust maneuvers ( < 4)




9 DE VX(1) at/s impulsive velocity conVonM along XG axle for each
thrust maneuver
32 DE IiK(4)










6o	 TMAX	 days .
transition matrix print switch
= 0. transition matrix prints only at last calculated time
- 1. transition matrix prints at every standard print
integration print suritch
= 1. prints maximum integration step size and number
of integration steps at last calculated time
= 0. deletes above print
print frequency for Earth's sphere of influence
It < .0007 A u. The program prints every (PCN1A + 1.)*
PRINIA day's
print frequency for Earth's sphere of influence
.0007_A V < R < .003 a.u. The program prints
every (PCN1B + 1.)*PRINID days
print frequency for Earth's sphere of influence
.003 < R < RSPHE. The program prints every
(PCNi + 1.) *PRINTi days
print frequency for the Sun's sphere of influence.
The program prints every (PCN2 + 1.) *PRINT2 days
print frequency for Jupiter's sphere of influence
03 < R < R5P11J . The program prints every
(PCN3 + 1.)*PRINT3 days
print frequency for Jupiter's sphere of influence
R < .03 A v. The program prints every (PCN4 + 1.)*DELTJ days
initial trajectory time relative to DATE
maximum or final trajectory time relative to DATE
SC P 290 II
TABLE III-I (Continued)
PROGRAM INPUTS FOR THE N-BODY TRUTH MODEL PROGRAM (N-BODY)













impulsive velcutty component along YC axis for each
thrust maneuver
impulsive velocity components along ZC aids for each
thrust maneuver
number of observation times (< 20)
table of ohservkion times measured from DATE
special function switch
- 0. the program computes an n-body trajectory
1, the program computes a two-body trajectory
vehicle orbital element print switch
= 0. orbital elements are printed only at TIME =' TMAX
= 1, orbital elements are printed every "standard" print
ease identification number
switch controlling transition matrix calculation
- 0, transition matrix calculation deleted
1, transition matrix calculation included
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1 DATAPR ----- print control switch
= 0. program prints standard output plus optional
navigation data for each navigated trajectory
= 1. program prints standard output only
2 BIAK ----- unused variable
3 XO km if XN1 = 2.
AU	 =3.
4 YO km if XNi = 2..
A Cr	 x 3. initial true position coordinates





7 VYO m/s initial true velocity components
8 VZO ng/s
9 AAX km
the statistical mean of the errors in knowledge of
10 AAY km initird position
11 AAZ km
12 AVX m/8
13 AVY m/s the statistical mean of the errors in knowledge of
initinl velocity
14 AVZ m/s
15 XN1 ----- initial coordinate system indicator
2,	 jovocentric. equatorial
- 3,	 iialincentric, ecliptic
16 XNUM ---- number of trajectories to be generated in this run
17 XNMAX ----- number of navigation measurement times per trajectory
18 CNi ----- noise constant for covariance matrix calculation
19 XKON ----- number of integration steps between to and the first
measurement time.
20 XIPLAN ----- number of celestial bodtr;; other than the center of coordinates
to be considered in the navigation force model (XCPIAN < 6.)
.t SIGMU(1) km
22 SIGMU(2) km best estimate of error in knowledge of initial position-
also, otandard deviation of same quantities
23 SIGMU(3) Ian
24 SIGMU(4) m/s
best estimate of error in knowledge of initial velocity - also,
25 SIGMU(5), m/e standard deviation of same quantities
26 SIGMUM m/s
27 RUN ----- run identification number
28 XI1 NA10 arc see	 mean of measuromeut error in the inertial right ascension of
)
the vehicle-observed planet vector while the vehicle is
29 STDA10 are sec	 standard in the Sun's sphere of Influence
deviation
..,_ CR'FT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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TABLE III-II
PROGRAM INPUTS FOR THE LINEAR OPTIMUPA FILTER PROGRAM (LOF)
of measurement errors in the inertial declination of
the vehicle-observed planet vector while the vehicle
is to the fn's sphere of influence
of measurement errors in the inertial right ascension
of the vehicle-observed planet vector while the vehicle
is in Jupiter's sphere of influence
of measurement errors in the inertial declination 'of the
vehicle-observed planet vector while the vehicle is in
Jupiter's sphere of influence
SCR 290 I
TABLE M-11 (Continued)
PROGRAM INPUTS FOR THE LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM F)
i
30 XMND10 are no mean
31 STDD10 are no standard
deviation
32 XMNA20 are sec mean
33 STDA20 ar^ 300 standard
deviation
34 XMND20 are seo mean
35 STDD20 are sec standard
deviation
38 SIGPO arc no
one si8tn.t estimates of measurement errors
37 81GQ0 are sec
1
38 S1GPQ0 are sec s
cross correlation values for measurement errors
39 S1oQp0 arc sec
40 DATE Julian days ,Julian date at TIME -- 0.
41 TO days initial time measure , i from DATE
42 TI(1) days
table of navigation mt!aaurrment timt-a measured from i)ATE
141 T1(100) {
142 XLAB(1) ----- ;y
table of planet index codes specifiying which body is tma
SCR 290 II
TABLE III-III
FoOGRAM INPUTS FOR THE IN'T'ERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (ISN)
LOCATI I )N VARIABLE UNITS COMMENTS
1 XX km if XN1	 2.
A U
= 3.
2 YY km if XN1= 2. initial true position coordinates
A U = 3.
i




''i VYY m/s initial true velocity components
6 vzz m/s
7 DELTX km
statistical mean of the errors in knn%%Icdge of initial




statistical mean of the errors in Imowledge of initial
11 DELVYl m/s velocity
12 DF L *17,1 m/R
13 TO days initial trajectory time inuasured froth DATE
14 XNMAX ----- maximum number of measurement times
15 XMNA10 are see mcein of measurement errors in inertial right ascension of the
veht(!l n -observed planet vector (coordinate center = Sun)
16 STDA10 are sec standard
deviation
17 XMNA20 are sec mean of measurement errors in inertial right ascension of the
vehicle observed planet vector (coordinate center = Jupiter)
18 STDA20 are sec standard
deviat? )n
19 XMND10 are sec n ►ean _ of measurement errors in inertial declination of the
vehicle -observed planet vector (coordinate center = Sun)
20 STDD10 arc sac standard
devintirm
21 XMND20 arc sec mean of measurement errors in inertial declination of the
vehicle-observed planet vector (coor(inate center - Jupiter)
'22 STDD20 are sec standard
deviation
23 XKM A U. 2/clay navigation gain, momentum feedback
` 24 XKI rad/day3 navigation gain,	 t 0 integral feedback
25 XKTHE rad/day navigation gain, 6 feedback
' 26 XKVTHE rad/day' naysation gain, V® feedback
27 XKPSI rad/day navigation grin, d feedback
28 XKVPSI rad/day2` navigation gain, V^ feedback
29 XK0N __.__ number of integrat0n steps between to and , the first
measurement time.





PROGRAM INPUTS FOR ".,TE IN'T'ERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (ISN)
LOCATION VARIABLE UNIT	 COMMENTS

































form the best estimates of initial position errors are
input
= 0. AO and AO (DETIIE and DEPSI respectively) tare
input directly
= 1. AX, AY, and AZ (DEX, DEY, and DEZ respectively)
are input - AO and at must be calculated
best estimate of error in knowledge of initial downrange
position
best estimate of error in knowledge of initial crossra.nge
position
I
best estimates of errors in knowledge of initial position
in Cartesian coordinates
filter time constants in generation of feedback quantities
JO' and AW. respectively
initial coordinate system indicator
2. jovocentric. equatorial
a. heliocentr ic, ecliptic
maximum number of cel , - , .21 bodies to he considered in
navigation force mor e
 , (XINIAX ` i.)
maximum numb-^ • A trajectories to be generated (including
the truth traj tory)
table of navien.tion measurement times measured from
DA,rE
run identification number
Julian elate at TIME = 0.
table of planet index codes signifying which celestial
bodies are bein g observed in the navigation measurements
special function switch
0. the program computes an n-body trajectory
L the program computes n two body trajectory
standard deviation of the errors in knowledge of initial
position
standard deviation of the errors in knowledge of initial
velocity
print seleetor switch
- 0. program prints standard output plus n, -igation data
for each trajectory
= 1. program prints standard output only
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IV. PROGRAM OUTPUTS
All outputs for the three programs can be put into one of three classifications;
1) standard - outputs that automatically occur at input -specified times throughout a
given program run, 2) optional - outputs ( in addition to standard items) that may be
selected or deleted by means of input specification, and 3) diagnostic - self-expl(anatory
outputs that automatically occur in the event of certain computational troubles in the
given programs.
In the output illustrative material that follows, the program variables that are
printed as numerical values are distinguished by the enclosure of the complete vari-
able name in parentheses. Program variable definitions are given in Section VIII.
A. Standard Outputs
1. N-Body Truth Model Program
The standard output format of the N-I316DY program is illustrated in Figure. IV-1.
Position and velocity data are printed at input-specified multiples of the current inte-
gration step size (see Section III) in the format shown in Figure IV-1a. In addition
thrust maneuver velocity details are printed at each input-specified maneuver time
as presented in Figure IV-1b.
2. Linear Optimum Filter Navigation Program
The standard print for the LJbF program occurs in two different phases during
one multi-trajectory run. The first print phase occurs -t each measurement time
during the first trajectory generated in that run kthe truth trajectory) and consists of
the pertinent linear optimum filter matrices and truth trajectory data as shown in
Figure N-2a. The second phase of output occurs at each measurement time during
the last trajectory generated in that run and consists of a statistical summary of the
navigation errors occurring in all the navigated traje:.cories at that measurement
time. In particular, the second phase print gives the statistical mean, standard
deviation, and second moment about zero for the errors in each component of the
navigated position and velocity at a given measurement time (see Figure IV-2b).
3. Interplanetary Space Navigation Program
The standard output for the ISN program occurs in two phases during one multi-
trajectory run. The first phase of output (see Figure IV-3a) occurs at each measure-
ment time of the first trajectory generated in that run and consists of pertinent truth
trajectory position and velocity data. Tha second phase of output occurs at each
measurement time during the last trajectory generated in that run and consists of a
statistical summary of the navigation errors occurring in all the navigated trajectories
at that measurement time. The second phase print (see Figure IV-3b) t i as the
statistical mean, standard deviation, and second moment about zero for the errors in
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TIME = (TIME) DAYS
GEOMETRY MATRIX
X(A.U.)
	 Y(A.U.)	 Z(A.U.)	 VX(A.U./DAY)	 VY(A.U./DAY)	 VZ(A.U./DAY)
ALPHA(RAD) (HH(1. 1))	 (HH(1, 2))	 (HH(1, 3))	 (HH(t, 4))	 (HH(1, 5)) (HH(1, V\
DELTA(RAD) (HH(2, 1))	 (HH(2, 2))	 (1H(2, 3))	 (HH(2, 4))	 (HH(2, 5)) OIH(
COVARIANCE MATRIX
X	 Y	 Z	 VX	 VY
X (P(I, 1 ))	 (P(1.2))	 (P(I, 3))	 (P(1,4))	 (P(1. 5))
Y (P(2, 1))	 (P(2,2))	 (P(2,3))	 (P(2,4))
	
(1)(2.5)) (P(LI, 6))
Z (P(31 1 )1	 (1'(3.2))	 (P(3.3))
	
(P(3.4))	 (P(3, 5)) (P(3. 6))





(P(5, 111 )) (P(5,6))
VZ (P(6, 1 ))	 (P(6.2))	 (P(6,3))	 (P(6,4))	 (P(6, 5)) (P(616))
TRANSITION MATRIX
X	 Y	 Z	 VX	 VY VZ'
X (PHINIAT(1, 1)) (PHINIAT(1, 2)) 	 (Pill%, I	 I*(i, :)))	 (PHIMAT(1, 4))	 (PHINL,%T(1, 5)) (PHIMAT(1, 6))
Y (PHIMAT(2, 1)) (PHIIIAT(2, 2))	 (12 11IMAT(2, 3))	 (PIIIAIAT(2, •1)) 	 (PIIIMAT(2, 5)) (PHIMAT(2, 6))
Z (PHIMAT(3, 1)) (PHIMAT(3, 2))	 (PHF,%IAT(3, 3))	 (PHIMAT(3, 4)) 	 (PHIAIAT(3, 3)) (PHIMAT(3, 6))
VX (PHIMAT(4, 1)) (PFIINIAT(1, 2)) 	 (PHIMAT(4. 3))	 (PHIMAT(4, 4)) 	 (PIIIMAT(4, 5)) (PHIMAT(4, 6))
VY (PHIMAT(5, 1)) (PHIMAT(5, 2)) (PHIMAT(5, 3)) 	 (PHIMAT(5, 4)) (PHIMAT(5, 5)) (PHIMAT(5, 6))
VZ (PHIMAT(6, 1)) (PHIMAT(6, 2)) (PHIMAT0. 3)) 	 (PHIMAT(6, 4)) (PHIMAT(6, 5)) (PHIMAT(6, 6))
DETERMINANT = (DD)
TIME = (TIME) DAYS CASE = 04 ASE)
NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE DATA
X (re %1) Y(KINQ Z(ICb1) vx(M/S) N,Y(.Nvs) VZ( I/S)
ERR (0•) (0.1 (0.) (0•) (0•) (0.)
TRUE (XT1) (YT1) (ATO tvx,r1) (VYT1) (V?.T1)
NAVI (XC1) (YC1) (ZC1) (VXC1) (vYC1) (VZC1)
NAV2 (XC2) (YC2) (ZC2) (VC2) (VYC2) (%'%C2)
CI11RR (0•) (0•) (0 ) (0. ) (0.) (0.)
WEIGIITING FUNCTION MATRIX
X(A.U.) Y(A.U.) Z(A.U.) VX(A.U./DAY) VY(A.U./DAY) VZ(A.U./DAY)
ALPHA(RAD) (AK(1, 1)) (AK(2,1)) (AK(3, 1)) (AK(4. 1)) (AK(5, 1)) (AKO, 1))
DELTA(RAD) (AK (1, 2)) (AK(2, 2)) (AK(3. 2)) (AK(4, 2)) (AK(5, 2)) (AK(6, 2))
a. First Print Phase	 "-2m*
STATISTICAL DATA AT TIME = (TIME) DAYS
NUMBER OF CASES = (XNUM)
X Y Z VX VY VZ
MEAN
	 (XMEAN) (YMEAN) (ZMEAN) (VXM aAN) (VYMEAN) (VZMEAN)
STD DEV
	 (SIGX) (SIGY) (SIGZ) (SIGVX) (SIGVY) (SIGVZ)
STD DEV2	 (SIGX) (SIGY) (SIGZ) (.gIGVX) (SIGVY) (SIGVZ)
b. Second Print Phase
Figure IV-2 LOF Standard Output
M.nw
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TRUTH TRAJECTORY DATA AT TIME - (TIME) DAYS
REFERENCE BODY = SUN or :JUPITER BASIC PLANE =.
- ECLIPTIC or t- ATORIAL
X(KM)	 Y(KM)	 Z(KM) VX(M/S)	 VY(M/S)	 VZ(M/S)
(X ^)	 (YT)	 (Z T)	 (VXT)	 (VYT)	 (VZ T)
R(01) THETA(DEG) PSI(DEG) VR(`M/S) VTHE(DEG/SEC) ^' VPSI(DEG/SEC)
(RT)	 (TIiET)	 (PSIT)	 (RDTT)	 (TIiEDT)	 (PSIDT)
a. First Print Please
X Y _ Z VX VY VZ
MEAN	 (X EAN) (YAlEAN) (ZMEAN) (\'XA`IEAN) (VYIIEAN) (V'ZI%IEAN)
STD DEV
	
(SIGX) (SIGY) (SIGZ) (SIGVX) (SIGVY) (SIGVZ)
STD DEV2	 (SIG) (SIGY) (SIGZ) (SIGVX) (SIGVY) (SIGVZ)
IV-3b
66-2614
b. Second Print Phase
Figure IV-3 ISN Standard Output
22
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1. N-Body Truth Model Program
As a supplement to the position and velocity data printed as standard output,
an equivalent set of orbital elements (see Figure IV-4a) may be obtained by setting
the input variable ELEPR equal to unity. The transition matrix elements (see
Figure IV-4b) may be obtained every time the program performs a standard print
by specifying the variables TRAMA end TRAPRN equal to unity. A zero value for
the variable TRAPRN in combination with a unit value for TRAMA gives the transition
matrix print only at the final standard print time and a zero value for TRAI4IA deletes
the transition matrix calculation entirely.
The number of integration steps and the maximum integration step size in use
during the generation of the trajectory may be obtained jus-': prior to the last standard
print by the specification of the input variable PINT equal to unity.
2. Linear Optimum Filter Navigation Program
If the input variable DATAPR is equal to zero, the program prints navigation
and truth trajectory data at each measurement time in all the navigated trajectories
in that run. This data (see Figure IV-5) consist6 .,f: 1) the navigation errors in
position and velocity after measurement updating, 2) the trite position and velocity
components at the given measurement time, 3) the corresponding navigated position
and velocity components before measurement updating, 4) the corresponding position
and velocity components after measurement updating, and 5) the measurement up-
dating corrections. The above print is deleted by the specification of a nonzero
value for DATAPR.
3. Interplanetary Space Navigation Program
The specification of the input variable DATAPR equal to zero results in the
program printing navigation data at each measurement time in all the navigated
trajectories in that run. This output (see Figure IX'-G) consists of: 1) the true
components of vehicle position and velocity, 2) the navigated estimates of the position
and velocity components, and 3) the navigation errors in the position and velocity
components. The data is presented first in terms of rectangular, inertial coordinates
and then in terms of orbit-dependent, spherical coordinates. Because the true, and
navigated reference orbit planes differ due to errors in the knowledge of state at the
time of reference plane definition, the orbit-referenced spherical coordinates given
for the true and navigated trajectories are not directly comparable. Therefore, no
error comparison is presented for the spherical coordinates. The above optional
print is deleted by the specification of a nonzero value of DATAPR.
C. Diagnostic Output
All &'gnostic outputs are shown in Figure IV-7.
23





ARG OF PERICEN = (PERIL)









SEMI-- MAJOR AXIS (A)  U1KM




RADIUS	 = (R)' • U.
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE _ (THET) M
a. Orbital Element Print
TRANSITION MATRIX RELATING STATE AT. T1 TO STATE AT T2
(PH1(1)) (P1I1(2)) (PH 1(3)) (PH1(4)) (PH1(5)) (PII1(6))
(PH2(1)) (PH2(2)) (PH2(3)) (PH2(4)) (PH2(5)) (PH2(6))
(PH3(1)) (PH`1 (2)) (PH-t(3)) (PH3(4)) (PH3(5)) (PH3(6))
(PH4(1)) (PH4(2)) (PH4(3)) (PH4(4)) (PH4(5)) (PH4(6))
(PH5 (1)) (PH5 (2)) (PH5(3)) (PI15(4)) (PI15(5)) (pH5(6))
(PH6(1)) (PH6(2)) (PH6(3)) (PH6(4)) (PH6(5)) (PH6(6))
DETERMINANT = (DD)
b. Transition Matrix Print
W2605
l
`kk	 Figure IV-4 N-BODY Optional Output
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TIME	 _ (TIME) DAYS CASE _ (KASE)
NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE DATA
X(KM) Y(KM)	 Z(KM) vX(M/S)	 VY(M/S) VZ(M/%
ERR (EX) (EY)	 (EZ) (EVX)	 (EVY) (E.VZ)
TRUE (XT4 (YTI)	 (ZT1) (VXTI)	 (VYTI) (VZTI)
NAVI (XCI) (YCl)	 (ZC1) (VXC1)	 (VYC1) (VZCI)
NAV2 (XC2) (YC2)	 (ZC2) (VXC2)	 (VYC2) (vZC2)
CORR (CORR11)) (CORR(2))	 (CIORR(3)) (CORR(4))	 (0010(5)) (CORR(6))
SYSTEM ERRORS DEL(ALPHA) - (DELAL) ARCSEC DEL(DELTA) = (DEL D) ARCSEC
OBSERVED BODY = (LABEL(L))
REFERENCE BODY TRUTH = (LABEL(LL)) ALPHA(PRED) _ (ALFPR) DELTA(PRED)	 (DLPPR)
REFERENCE BODY NAVIGATION = (LAPP-L(N1)) ALPHA(TRUE) - (ALFT) DELTA(TRUE) = (DELLT)
WEIGHTING FUNCTION MATRIX
X(A. U.) Y (A. U.)	 Z (A. U.) VX(A. U. /DAY) VY(A. U. /DAY) VZ (A. U. /I)AY)
A LPHA(RAD) (AKI(1,1,1)) (AIKI(2, 1 . Al (AM(3,1.1))	 (AK1(4,1.1))	 (AKI(5,1. IN	 (AK1(6,1.1))
DELTA(RAD) (AKI(1.2.1)) (AKI(2, 2.1)1	 (AKI(3, 2.1))
	
(AKI(4. 2.1))
	 (AKI(gr 2, 1))	 (AKI(S. 2.1)1
Figure IV-5 14F Optional Output
NAVIGATED TRAJECTORY NUMBER (J)
TIME =(ME) DAYS
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
	 DEL(THE) _ (DTHF.) DEG DEI.(PSQ - (DPSI) DEC,
X(KM)	 Y(KM) Z(KM) VX(KM) VY(KM) VZ(KM)
TRUE	 (TYI(1))	 (TYI(2)) (TYI(3)) (TYIDT(1)) (TYIDT(2)) (TYIDT(.1))
NAV	 (X)
	 (Y) (Z) (XDOT) (YDOT) (ZDOT)
ERROR	 (ERRI(1))	 (ERRI(2)) (ERRI(3)) (ERRIDT(1)) (ERRIDT(2)) (ERRIDT(3))
R(KM)	 THETA(DEG) PSI(DEG) VR(M/S) VTHE(DEG/SEC)	 VPSI(DEG/SEC)
TRUE	 (TR)
	
(TTHE) UP) (TVR) (TVT) (TVP)
NAV	 (RAUD!	 (THT) (PSIDEG) (ARDOT) (THTDOT) (PSDT)
OBSERVED BODY = (LABEL(M))
TRUTH REFERENCE BODY - (LABEL (J))
NAVIGATED REFERENCE BODY - (LABEL(N1))
SYSTEM MEASUREMENT ERRORS
RIGHT ASCENSION ERROR (ARCSEC) a (DALE) DECLINATION ERROR (ARCSEC) _ (DDEL)
Figure IV-6 ISN Optional Output
25
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V. MAIN PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAMS
The purpose of Section V is to illustrate the main program logic for each of the
programs considered herein. Functional diagrams are given in Figures V-1, V-2 and V-3
for the N-BODY, LOF and ISN programs, respectively. Each figure is further detailed
by a series of explanatory block diagrams placed immediately behind the appropriate
figure. All block diagrams are referenced in the particular functional diagram that
precedes them.
Some functions are performed using subroutines. These are detailed in Section
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BLOCK V-lA CALCULATE 'TRANSFORMATION MAi..,,ICES FROM
(1) FARTH EQUATORIAL TO ECLIPTIC
(2) JUPITER EQUATORIAL TO ECLIPTIC
(1)
RIPE _ -. 40926918




A22 (1) = COS (XIPE)
,A,23(1)  SIN(XIPE)
A31(1) 0.
A32(1) -A23 (1)	 I .
A33 (l) = A22 (1)
(2)
^i
I XPoM = 3.7751466
XIP = .05436699
' SOM _ SIN (XPOM)
I Com - COS (XPomSIP = SIN (XIP)
CIP = COS (XIP)
A21(2) = COM * OMMS(2) + SOM * OMMC (2) * YIC(2)
A31(2) = SOM * YIS(2)
}	 All (2) = SQRT (1.000 - A21(2)**2 - A31(2) **2)	 I
TEMP = S0Y1*0MMS(2) - COM*OMIAC (2) *YIC (2)
A23(2) = TEMP * . SIP - OMMC(2) * YIS(2) * CIP
A22(2) SQRT (1.000 - A21(2) ** 2 -A23 (2) **,(2))
TEMP = SOM * OMMC (2). + COM * OMMS(2) *YIC (2)	 I
' A13(2) = TEMP * SIP + OMMS(2) * YIS(2) * CIP
Al2(2) SQRT (1.000 All (2) ** 2-A13(2) ** 2)
A32(2) = SQRT (1.000 - Al2(2) **2-A22(2) ** 2)
A33(2) SQRT (1.000 - A13(2) ** 2-A23 (2) ** 2)
W2359
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E LEIND = 0.
ICOUNT = 0
?,25 . = 1
IC N4 = 0
TBASE = TO
MAXOB = IFIX (OBSIND + 0001)
N1= IFIX (XN1 + . 00001)
MAXTHR = IFIX (THRIND +-. 0001)
NU = 48
"-2557
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BLOCK V -1C CONVERT INPUT TO OPERATING UNITS AND CALCULATE
CARTESIAN POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS









PB = AV * ABS (1. -EV ** 2)
TEMP = SQRT (XMU(Nl)/PB)
TEMP1 = COS (ETAV) + EV
SAR = SIN (ARGPER)
CAR = COS (ARGPER)
SIV = SIN (YIV)
CTV COS ( YN)
	 -,
SOV = SIN (OMV)
Cov COS (OMV)
SET = SIN (ETAV)
VX ". ` NIP * (TEMPI (-SAR * COV - CAR * SOV * CIV) SET * (CAR
SAR * SOV * CIV))
VY = TEMP * (TEMPI *(-SAR * SOV + CAR * COV * CIV) - SET * (CAR
SOV + SAR *COV * CIV))
VZ = TEMP *11V ' (TEMPI * CAR - SET * SAR)
RO = PB/ (1. + E V * C (ETAV))
SAR = SIN (ARGPER + ETAV)
CAR = COS (ARGPER + ETAV)
XC = RO * (CAR * COV SAR * SOV * CIV)
YC = RO * `(CAR * SOV + SAR * COV * CIV)




= i^ ^- X.	 I
0
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BLOCK V-1E RE-IDENTIFY THRUST AS PSEUDO-OBSERVATION
TIMES AND INSERT INTO OBSERVATION T=?VIE TABLE
M2 = MAXOB - L+1
DO IP = 1, M2





All = MAXOB + 2




L MAXOB + 1
1 F_ -CONTINUE
MAXOB = MAXOB + 1
TAB(L) = 1.
TOB(L) = TTHR(I)






BLOCK V-IF CHECK TO SEE IF A'CHANGE IN COOT,. ,- ^ ' TE
ORIGIN SHOULD BE MADE
	
1	 EARTH	 0	 iF	 0
	
R- IISPNE













> nABS(DE LTS -PRINTI,-




2	 TEMP=SQR '1• IDELX (l) 002+
JUPITER


















? a DELTS	 P RIN'I l Q > 0.
PCIINT - PC" I
-DELTS •• PRINIB IF	 ` nISl4"t
ISWT13 = 1 
PCQWNT - PCN4
PCOUNT=PCNII3 13 ICOt'!NT - 0
I DELTS , DELTJ
ICOUNT . 0
ICN4 - ITIME -TBASE)/PRINT	 . 1
r(.  VARBH)
TIME - T13ASE + FLOAT(I044)%PRINT
TBASE - TIME
PRINT - DELTS
TBASE I = TBASE
ICN 1- (TIME -TS.4SE)/PRINT
	 .1
CALL SETINT(TIAiF;, XMTlID, VANISH) 'TCN - ICN
TIME - TBASE , TCN"PRINT
TBASE	 TIME.
PRINT - DELTJ




CIIECK TO CALL. SEI'iNT(TIhIE,XAITHD, VARBil) TBASE - TBASEI
SEE IF IT PAINT = PRTCH
13 TIME TO DELTS = PRTCH
PRINT ISWT13 - 0
6fi-3703
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BLOCK V-lI CALCULATE POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS RELATIVE
TO NEW CENTER OF COORDINATES ,
CIIANW TOSIN014TER
Iv . A r
ik'	 •u
xilnlsl X\n'r:r • ,Ifl
ou
Not - Ni N4
iNI - .1	 ti,N2 2	 N1.143 1	 NT
Tt.1tl• Xi' a TENIPl • lc • TFMP1 el.
Xl rrIII. • All (NM) • TE\Ir1 • Al2 WO — 'rt*Nt1'3 + tl'1 tN+)
VC ' \'R1111 • A21 (NN) • TEMPI . ,\29 (43) - Tf %t P3 • A:7 0—)
Zr TEMP *A•A (NMI + TEMPI '.Ad21NNt+ 11: 41`2 • 9.11 (NN;
147' littilr 1XC •• ¢ .. 1't ••2' It •+3)
FAP 11,
\c Xt • 191	 ^.Ir •• •:
It	 :t • I, At " 114 (NN)
AC 7C • VA(' • 7R (NN)
it 1N414'1 IXC•! . VI' ••3 * ?t ••21
TEMP \ k: TFAIPI	 V1 r1-11r9 v'i
\91 rHtR( (TKMP ••d • Tr.MPI •NId • I 'tlP.•03
VX TIMI'sAllINN) ` rFMP1"A1dfN.) -It %tP.'*AI1JN,,)
1.1'	 TFMP•Atl(NN1+ TF11411+ALII N , • r! !N I•I^A3:.(NN)
VZ Tf' 141 •AK((N•) • T T RNPI •A r2(N+ 1 + Tr►1P'A; r1 lY )
VII sgR'r (VX' •I? \'V • . \ X••It
tAt VI1.-A'3d
t X ` x • PAC . %XRINN)
1'1 tY + t Ac + I1106)
V/.	 7 - tAC • t711(N")
off\
CIIANGF. TO EARTH ON









 t	 147 1
	 ,
Nd it
T'I:t1P Nt • - XRTdI.TEMPI Tr • 1Ri.1, It:NI .2 ZC ZNrdlfill SQNT(TI.MP••2*TrMi•t••3+1t\IP3••2t
Xt' 11 MP • AI$Q) • Tisltrl • A21 (Up • 7FMN1 • ml(2)
W tIMP • Ald(t) • TF;MPI • A33121 • tt NP2 • Add121
Z1' r►,11P • A1312) • TEMPI • A77131 • TEMPI • A3,1111




\71 ° ItQ111 (TENT •• a • fAltit l •• I • Tt \tr 3 ••.!
\'X TF %IP • \114:1 r):MP1 • A.'1111 • 1'FMPY + \81171
IV TF:MI" ' 41311) • TEMPI • ,\22131 • TEMPI • A32(d)
VX IEMP • AW) • I'FMPI • A..441 - TkMP2 • AMR)










-	 + T{11P	 Pllitll
TEMP
	 P111A1
T f 11Pl . MOO)





ATl0ki . TOW • AII(NN) + TFMPI •'134141) • TEMI.1 011211) °.937(2)' 7 r11P • A6141) ^ TEMPI 	 11311110 •TEMPS
rl(9(l)	 A311N1't • TF.1tP + AII(NNI • TEMPI • AM NA)	 TE11Pd 1}113111	 AI'42) • 1 i NIP + A2101 0 TEMPI • A33111 I , VrMP3
f PII301	 A3100)` T#'MP • '3111414) N TEMPI • A3:14NN1 • rk:Ml'd TF111•	 0114111TEMP	 P114(1! rbMPt	 PRt(q
TEMPI	 011111) TEMPS	 Pliods
tf 11t"d	 P11N(fl 011411) - A1112) • TF..MP 	 \11121 • T! MPC+A31111 • T#.MPI 
1
t
.	 .P114(t, ' A1liNN) • rE11P • Al2(N1 1) 0 TEMPI	 AI') (Net	 TFMI 7 M11111	 t1313i • lt\IP	 \:9131-T 1:11P1 +-A3I181	 TEMPI
PIWI)	 A4142 ,18 ) • IlMP+A23 (NN1. • TrMPl a 423 (NN) • IRMI "2 PtiA1t1	 AI:f1:t • 1'1:110 • A33t91 • TEMP ► + '1312! • rEMP1

































SC ^+ N n n n n Q n	 u u it Q	 A	 ,i O	 .^ N M n n n n ^^ 	 M	 N r
.._nnn	 avNU	 a	 it
1
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
38
SCR 290 II
BLOCK V-1K COMPUTF ACCELERATION COMPONENTS CAUSED BY
CENTRAL FORCE FIELDS











DELX(I) = XC -XR (:Nl)
DELY(I) = YC.-YR(1%l)
DELZ (I) = ZC-ZR(,NI)
DA = DELX(I)
DB = DELY4)
DC = DE LZ O)




BETAJ (I) DELY (I)/DE^t
GAMJ(t) = DELZ(I)/DEN
DAA = DAA *DAB
D(I) = DAA
DA = XR (141)
DB = YR (M)
DC ZR(M)
DAA = DSQRT (DA * *2•1-DB * *2-i-D(',' *2)
TAMP = DAA
TAMPI = 2. *(XC*XR(M)+YC*I-R(hl)+ZC*ZR(M))f (R*TAMPD
Q (R/TAMP)*((R/TAMP) -TA141P1)
FUN(I)= Q*(3.+3. *Q+Q**2)/(1•4-(1 . +Q) * *1.5)
t
TEMP TEMP+XMU(M)/D(l)
TEMPI = TEMP1+( MU (NI) *FUN(I) *XR(Al))ID(
TEMP2 . = TEMP2+(XM(M) *FUN (I) *YR (M))/D (1)
TEMPS = TEMP3 *(XMU(M)*FUN(I)*ZR(M))/DM
CONTINUE
f	
AXC = TEMP *XC-TEMP1
AYC = TEMP*YC-TEMP2
AZC = -TEMP *ZC-TEMPS	 39










































	 U U ,,.'
•... ref 
v 







tt N 1 T 10 AIRCRAFT CQRIO!RATE S'i0STIMS CENTER








BLOCK V-1M GO TO INTEGRATION ROUTINES AND CHEEK
















CALL '.CI3,A MAT (KK)IF , ^ 0^^TftAN
0.
BALL Ul'DAT(TIME) ^--
VX = Y(1) XC = I'(25)
VY - Y(9) YC = Y(33)


























. ;.> :._ a:	 U N !,'f ^ d A! R,^R^f Y Ca#^ ^'iAR^ ► 'tE iYST'ENilr C^^1Tl^
.	 ...	 ; :. ^^ ..,, .,^.	 ,
^_	 ^:_ ..
SCR 290 II
BLOCK ^-1N CALCULATE COMMUNICATION DIS7 iANCES AND LINE-OF—SIGHT
DIREG^TION COSINES TO F "NCH PE:HTINENT PLANET








^ NADD •, li^:(^(rit)*XNb1KM ^





N 1 - 'l
TEMP = - (DELX(I)^A11(N1)+DELY(I)"All(Ni)+DlI.1tNl)^'A1.3(Nl))Ic.;KlrAti





XL(I41) ^='1'Z;l^ln/DC(r3,1i{11),!Yil1(i41) - 'PF111I^1%l^^`Q41^t{l41);^N(Ivl) ^ TEMP2/UC^^M(11Q
DI:.^AI(N1) ^ iij C:I^^ lAt1







bra 1^31t(N 1) -
1i11DD
^a.
.0	 I1' ^ ?0r....-'"".^	 Ni - Z
GO 1'O NEXT
,,,
TEMI^ ' -(XC*A11(Nl)+YC*Al2(Nl)+ZC*A13(!^ll)) ^CKI4IAU 	 TEMP* -XL%CIL^IIAU
TTrMPl s - ^XG +.A21 (Nl)+Z^C*A22(N1)+ZC*A23 (N1; !/CKlI^IAU	 TEMPI = -YC/CKMAU
i	 TEMP2 = - (XC*A31 (N1y+YC*A3^(N1y+7C*A;3;}(Ni)) /CKMAU	 TEMP2 = -ZC/CI^MAV
,.
^11(Ni)-= TEMP/DCAM (Nl)XM(Ni) ^ TEM^1/DC^M(Ni);XN(Ni} x TEMP2/DCGSr4('^ii)
.-.,





std' np urotr, ;Iw, r+,+111uw. 1vu t grn'A+ a NcF
r..r11AlI^t wort I,II+1 r+,ilnt,
6AIA:UL17k: I'NAN6t'd1t1L\i'luti PIUdM lUl'I'1611I:ylATOHb11. I'rFt 411ry1+ NYRrk11
	 I+o(x:K V 1A
Ilt AU 1N1 'i' 1' t ARU
IF WORA N 'NT	 °
^:°
Ik Nt'N	 ° ATOv
0
Copy t:ItT INI'1; T' 7+, ++PF M t lht: t'b11'N ANt} IVI I IALI%f. ItA\lNtAl
NL'NF:R. uF.NF RATOH
Nrnnr T11Aatcrult5 1rr 'rFn Lix}n
INIr1Al.ut: Covnlsuxt't' +ItTlux air rnnnlnat nl,tx• K Y-xHNIY I'r111t3 A;.O C gpNf 61^ l}F'FINF: Pti111NM:NT
RWC6 V-2C	 PI^ANrT 1NDt:X ('OAFS 	 01,tX'N Y•3C
IXITtAL17.K 51'AT£ VECTOR	 'lift"r!f	 NAVIGAI 'FA	 INITIALI % E NTATF' L'F:CTORTUTRUTII VALI'F,S	 N'li,\71'YI'F: uF TIIAJF.t'TOIII"^-^ —^^—+	 ,I Rl'TII^ 1 LTI'b RRRQR
!TCAIrf 1rtWE4TOHY LYNY.11 4'N,IR
	 ^
tcuwT ^ • vo^ nc ru.t.rcrruaro^ NAYIOA'r KA
INITIALI/,F 1'[NNRrrI(lN 51A111IX
	 r
CAIA`UI.►TF: INTK41tAT'ItdN 7911 t: lADtfi'N AN p
 hFT
THF, MAX 1NTl:< IIAT'ION 1FI ' k PRI'LF:	 ^ Rt. FlST
INI'C AL17.E 1N'f//;ItATH'K KttINt151'rINt:R
IMI INTI
541tATIYNtU1 IIIAdtt'CUIIY'	 rIRT}i	 t'AIA;I'l.1 :AFItIVAT} yY,NU},	 ,CINNSITION MATItIX LI.F.MRNTS
1NFT	
NAVi^;A r ta t
,t'4'I,ATk PI,A`:I'fAliS' 1'tdNilJt}NN ^Nb 	 IN'1'Ba, I' ►+/}1T
.Ol'p'Y	 Iti1 RUIl11 F. YT:\ 115ANL1Nl,},g 	Gt.a k 1 ^U	 ,
NO ^
	 IU15 AN 1Nl t:ORA 1'll/ti 'SI ta' RF:Y.K COMPl.tltp'
YFS
19 '!'1)IF' AY IR rEG F: II 11l'Lltl'LF I,t i'llk \L1X IN'I F:G1lATR)N /tl'Fp., 	 5"t:N
'	 M5
IIIIOL'Id) A t'IIANGE IN rtx)lil)^A 'rK cFF1' . RR NF 11AAF 9 •	 IA 1llia I'HKt 'IRSC "r111F' AFTk . II A t'IIANOF. OF ('4x:)RIIINATF: CF.NTkRli"
Nn	 ^^T1' F. N	 \Ir	 :KR
QtdN K 5'3E (1 c 1 'LATI. NLN' Ind811"I4 ,N 1NU 11 tidllll 1'u51 pu!vt AtP	 1111A1 1'1'I'F. r,+ , IG1.ItCT'nil5 !	 ItF: k9TANU5^1 Ihl?:41L\rlur S1GPSt: T INTN+'IIATlt)ti NTf:I' RI/,E	 NF:•IN111AL1/F.1ATF7,INA'r14N
a	 llf •INITIA..1th IN'f M:GtNTN1Y 61'NHUI"1 'INF 	 ^	 NA1 Ic,1 I FI}	 RI,HiIt}DTINRN	 _RFt VT	 yu	 I'_i^rll	
i
I'iI1N'C5
IR'II1IF AR IVI F - r,F N 111 Lrtl'LF OF"Lllt^ wl'toltA1I ' 1 •: ttl'tl'	 16 7111/ Y'N 'AU Ttt flit	 lNTet ' ItATF. T1NNNirInN kllfillXAE'RINt1t 11t:AM ! NF\Ik:NT'41HF;'t 	 FLFNIiNTRNO	 YF; S YF:A
Sf.Jt	 ,\IIt:TIIC.T(ll"r1tAHAhAV ►I},11'tUB-rATFCAl t u\'I'R PI4.UH TFI} 111 lNfUt 1lt:VT'N




tAt.CeWTt t6FA1, DiF.ANIRk:11}' N IN	 ^	 Vu









1 P11,1TE N't.1TF 51f"UHI	 tm'.ti1+ us+'mr,'tes n^u'rnAnno'nr4k1A1'NICES	 "
p1tINt1
Fitltttlllt Ia PTA1k CF4 Tr,H
1'lila: RT.1TE VY.cTt)'; 5• .\i rk9
NA1'JtlATkt}NClfk 1'k+'fuilSAf '/N
t'1'I)AT1Kt: t'OitRE(r1i141
11K .1Nr11F:;11F;NT D itINtNN
N FIGII'flNt.'r FIINC"fi11N ^IACRIX
Nl'AttR.
^	 ^	 KF_.FPISC ' NNINLNI' A1uk
 lltil4}BNINNt\T FV'ECT'1)It	 ^i ---T--	
vn
^	 INrulaaotl.\N— rn^"^u^tto'rNA^tcrttr.5^	 ^
1 YFIN
^	 PNIKTr NFA11 ANU N11H p,\NI) !}Fa`L1l'l I1N CAGCF'R Flilt
F d+RnNR fS'rllt. Nf ATF YH'TOR
1






Fi^,ux^ V'-2 Linear Opttamu^ ^'lte^ Navi.t^^n Program
UNtTlD I^I^t^AI^^` CQN^'a^^A^i ilf^^gM^ ^g!lMTiR
SCR 290 II
BLOCK V-2A CALCULATE TRANSFORMATIOa^ FROM JUPITER EQUATORIAL
COORDINATE SYSTEIvT TO ECLIPTIC SYSTEM




XPlbM = 3, ??^i146
XIP = . 0543G69^






A11 = SQI'tT^1.-A21 *^'2 -A31**2)
TEMP = SIbM*QfMMS(2)-CQfM'^bMMC(2}*YIC^2j
A23 =TEMP*SIP^MMC^2)*YIS(2)*CIP
A22 = SQRT(1. -A21**`^-A2^**2)
TEMP = Sf^1M'^MNIC(2)+CQSM'^MMa^2)*YIG(2j
A13 =TEMP*SIP+^3MMS(2)*^^S(2)*CIP
Aft ^ St1R.T(1. -A],^^.**2-A13**2)




N 1 T E ^ Al R+^RA^f T COR ^Q^Aff #Yf TRIIAf C^HTfR
SCR 290 II
BLOCK V-2B IrTIZ'IALI2E: COVARIANCE MATRIX, PROGRAM SWITCHES,
AP1D Il^DEX CODES






uA ^t a ^, ^^
'^l^1'L''^^=''1^^
, ('i'-
Ptt.. ^^ m o.
l'ONTfN[^E
Cp;^9'ZNL'i:
UX1 ! = 1 ^ (i '^'^--^-
14 (t^ 1) •' $t(iAtA(t)'^'2
^^	 F>Z(^i^1 END OF'
p^ K11SE "' 1, K1►!AX	 TiUJF.CTORX nUTEii
DO LOOP
N1 P XN]+. ^
Y(t1 " n.
1 tG^110 = 0
tSWT 3 = 0
^i3WTs • 0
€ J^'W't'7 . 0







	 `/	 1'iz • 2
N3 y 7	 N3•
N^ « s	 N4.6
N6 . 9	 N6 !^ b
NR • 10	 N6.4
N7 . 1	 N7 n 0
f 0	 tl''
XMU(9) • XMt)(Z)+XMU(7)+XirN(S)+X141^I (Y1+XMU (10)	 1T (M01AX)-^1
:.p
e^a•seaa
U N 1 T ^ #^ A! ^CRa^ T CAS ^ 4R^^'R t1f3f^NA^ ^RMT^R
^5
SCR 290 II
BLOCK V-2C II^TITTALIZE STATE VECTOR
CALL RANNtDR(AAX, SIGMU(1), DELXO, XSUSJ)
CALL RANN(^R(AAY, SIGMU(2), DELYO, YSUB4)
CALL. RANN^R(AAZ, SIGMU(3), DELLO, ZSUBS)











^ 0 j JUPITER'S FRAME
XC=XO *CKMAU












JUPITER 'S FRAME 
^< 0
XC=XO+DE LXO * CKMAU	 XC^(XO+DELXO) *CKMAU
YC=YO+OE LYO *CKMAU	 YC^(YO^^DELY03 *CKMAU
ZC=ZO+DELZO *CKMAU	 ZC= (ZO+DEL'LO) *CKMAU
VXC= (VXO+DELVXO) * CMSAUD
V r^C^(V'YO+DE Y,VYO) * CMSAUD
VZG'^(VZO+DELVZO) '^ CMSAiJD
R= SQIiT (XC**2 + YC**^ + ZC**2)
ItF1^iAC= ?^EQ(T^11j/(R * AUNM)
W tai 1 T ^ D AI RC RAf ^ CtiR 1^^1^AT^ 3Y3Tl1Mis t^^iY^R
4S
47
►^ 4t^ G yU 11
BLOCK V-2D INTEGRATE STATE VARIABLES AND TRANSITION MATRIX ELE1l^IENTS
M► 0
Qic^T^ n T#M^-ITNAQtEI+ ^i^llATq^Ni01 •D1^LT0 ► UI» GT
SCR 280 II
BLOCK ^-2E CALCULATE NEW' POSITION AND
VELOCITX COMPONENTS
Kk^ uwTa n o













Al nFIitAIAT (1, MI At'-rt11111AT11, M ►
AOwPNIMAT (1, M) A^wPNIMATI$, tilj
Aan1^NIMAT 1^, M ► A;►^PNIMA'i'11, A1►
Pli1MAT(I, MrAl•A11+Alt+A^1+A0+A01 PNiMATI1,M1KA1 *A11+A! •A# 7t+A^^'A 1^
PHIMAT(^,1N►nA1 •Alit+A9•A!l+Aa•A0^ t?IIIMA7"1^ ,At1^A 1 •Aill*AS •A9^+A9 +A>IO
PWMAT(a^A1^+A1*A30#A!! +A>13+^A^wAQ^ 1''N1,1AA 'CIS,141) A1'Aa1+AZ'AO^^A;t•Aah
Al nANIMAT(4, M) A1' " ^IIIAfAT14, M ►
AttnPNtMATIt^M ► w1^K hNIMA"1'(^, AI)
AOnP'H1MAT (a, A1 ► A;i ° PIII11tAT(A, M)
PNIMATI^, M ►M1 •Ai1rA>t •As1+A^'Aal Ai11!►tA'P14 ,M)^A1 •A31+A^ "M1+A^•Ala
PN3^AAT (4, Mp^AJ •A1^^A' •AS=+Aa•A ;i^ !'tllhtAT(^,M ►^A3•A^It+Ag + Ak9+A"+'A9^
Ir^Hi^tAT(a^M)wAl •A30i^A^•A^^+AO•Aa^ t^NrMATls,nt ►µAl •A71*A^+A3l^" ► A:t +Aa1
C NTlNIJ^ ^ N'1' Nu
A1•XC -XRIII)	 __ A1. ^ pNl	 (1. M)
A!n1'C-YR1? ► A3 ^ hli3AtAT10^ M^
A+*ZG-?RI>I! Ah • PNtM1►T(II^ A1)
I^ 'i'
XC*A3''AIt+AZ •AZ1+A^•Aal INIIMATII^M) n A3•A31*A>i•A3#+A3► 'hia
!G*A1•AIA+A^'^Aa^+A^ +Aar t^tllMATQl,M► % Al•Ati^^A=wAZg+A^*AAa
'^^	 ZG*A1+l►1a+A^'AJ^rA1 +Aa:► PNIMAT (^,MI n A3 *AA#+AaMA^Q+AOMAa^
Al*VXC•VXlt hE `* i^N1MAT11, M ►
A!nVY^-VYA AQ • PNlMATIb, M)
A9nVZG-VZR w7 n rNIMA't"(d, M^
VXC•A1'A1'1+ASMaI+A, •Aal PNIMATI^I ,M)	 A3»A31*AII+A30+1WMA^a
i	 VYCnA1 +A1^*A ;t•A^a+ A1•Aa^ PNlMAT(b^M ► ^ A1+AS1+A9•A^II+fW+A01
VxQnAi •At^+A^ +A>iJ+Aa •Aaa PItIMAT ,M) ^ Ai+Aa^^Aa*A91+11,1•Aa^i
!^'	 0N^RI'NT
CAL3+ f'....r^T It TNO-,^ VA,^N.j^	 ^^1, '^'Q1 n i1^iL't'i
^N30 ^+ !1?N30 * ><
QtR^.T/ n TlMgi # C'hIl0+A11GTQ 'T
►AAQ^ •^ T1M^
LL ^TRiT IKM	 D^VAili1H1
+^^






BLOCK '^-2F CALLULAT^ PREDICTED AND IDEAL MEASUREMENTS
I	 A^ • P"YI(I j - YC
	 ^
A9 • P21( I j - 2Cj	 A4^ RT 1*'^+ ^
^NtaRl^ TH^3 :1^AaUA^EMEN'^	 I CALCULATE
FTtOCEED WITH I^TTEt1giAT:a1^	 '^ a	 IF	 ^ PAL^DICTED




I	 ^	 ^^^ ^.AT
^ (A	 A LPPRj ^CALL .Ar NY ^, Al ^
Nx	 1^.
^ Q	 1^	 `,d„
a.
Z =^D ^LPR ^ TW PI
`!#LF^It ^ ALP DEC D	 ^
DLPPI^ ^ DELP DEG^AD
AO ^ hXIE1j • ^'T(I^
A7 ^ A2i(Ij - ZT(1j









1EL^^ l:1ELTA^' - TW' PI
MEAQUIiEN^NT	 ^	 'ALFT ^ ALI^^AT DLGRAD
^Ra^c^a^e DEhLT ^^ DEL'^A'^/D^CIRAD
^,^ ^ ,a..,,.w ^. ^ ....,. ^... ^...^..^... ,..^..,......^ 	 .._ ._,. ,..... ,.^ ,..^ ^ ^..........^ ^..^
f ,	 > ^ ^	 ^	 1
eT^DA ^ ^TDAS	 , .^^.
^	 ^^y^^a ^ ^r^I^
^	
,'TAB ^t^a^LT^T + D^LD^
^	 ^11dN1'^1 ^ ^l4Al _LPDAA►i ^ ,^LPHAT + 1?^LALI^
^	 ST1► STI,1 A LLD ^ DELDI^ ®EUXM1ZD'^ ^* 1^M^D1
STUD ^ SxDD^	 U1^LA& ^* DX^l1►^^/t^^EGRAD
^	 AID ^
CAIN ^ It	 ^ ^ ^X^^' ^ ^t
1^ N T ^^ ^^ R^RAlT 1^^#^I I^^^^T-^ #Y^Yt1Yt^ ^^^#^^
SCR 29U II
BLACK. V-2G GHECK T4 SEE IF TRUTH AND NAVIGATED STATE VECTORS
HAVE SAME REFERENCE COORDINATE CENTER. -
CHANt^E TRUTH ^►F NECESSARY
(N1T(I?. E4 Nl
NO
(N11'(I^ EQ ^) .YES
NO
k I^'iT ( Y j ^ ^	 ^	 li
Ai ^ PXI(Ij - XR(9, f
A^ * PXI(Ij - YR^1j
1^ ^ PZI ( xj - ZA(9j
PXI(I) ^ Al *Ail + AR * A►^l + A3 * A31
PYI(Ij = Al * Al$ + AfI * A^9 + A9 * A9^
PSI{ I) ^ Al *. Aid + AS * A^3 + A^ * A93
Al ^ XT( I^ - XA(Q^
AS ^ YT( I j ^ YR(^j
A3 ^ Z 'T(I j - ZR(^j
XT^ I j = Al ^ Ail + A^ * Aili + A3 * A31
YT(I' = Ai * Als + A^ * ASS + A9 * A9^
zT c ^ j n Al * Als + A^ * A^9 ,,. As * Ass
Ai ^ VX^ I) - VXR
A^ *^ VY(I j • VYR
A^ ^ V^rI) - VZR
^^^ ^ A! *,A11 ± A^ *_Agl +_A^ * Ali
V^`/,Ij ^ Al * Ali + Ag * A^^ ^ A9 * A9St





PXI ^I j ^ Ai "^ Ali. + A8 ^' Alit + A3 * A13; + XRC^j '	 .
PYI ^I j * Al * ASl + Aii ^ A^^ + A9 * AA.9 + YR{^j





A^ # ZT^Ij	 ,
X'^ (^ j ^ Ai *All + A^ * A1$ + A ^ * .^1^ + X#^(^^
YT^Tj ^ ,^I * A^1 + A^ * As$ + A^ * ^^9 + XA^j




ViCtlj ^ Ax +^ All + A^ +_Bll^ ^ A^ ^ A^.^ + VGA





^	 6! N l ^ ^ t^ AI ^C RAl^ f ^I^^ ^QRAT^ ^^T^^ ^lt^f^^R
__
4	 .--
A^ = PXY(^) ^- ?CC
	 .
ASt = PYI(I) - YC
A3 ^. p21(I) - ZC
A4 * BART (Al *+ 5,.+ ^ ** s^
ET = 7CK(Y,1) *XK(^, 2) ^• aK(1, 2) *XK(Z,1)
II^11T^ALIZL^ CiLOMETRY ^tATRDC^^a^^r►^^^^^^^^^^^
1 ^	 DSii L = ^, ^^ 1
1. Li=L+Z 1i i.
^.	 M 
= L'l ^ 
8-^ 1
1 HH(L, M) = 0,
^ ^1
c rrrnw^ ^




















BLOCK V-2H . CALCULA` E t►EOME 'I'RY AND CQfVARIANCE MATRICES
Al0 s A4 ^.^ ^ 1 #
A9 = A^ * (A10 + A3 ** ^tj
^
1 PRINT DIAt3N06TYC 1
HH(1,1) = AR/A10 i ^T1,'IF ^. .
HHri 3 _ -A10/A8
1 RDET = 1./bET 1
pR^^ a^o^c^raY MATRnC 1 Xx.(i, ^^ - xK(a, a^ ^ ItDET 1^
x^.(^, i^ _ -XK(^, a^ * 11^ET
XLcI , a) = ^-^cK(^, i) ^ RDET ^
pROPAGATI^	 covARIANLE A9ATRDC
CALL I1^ATRAX (PHIMAT, 6, ^, P, 8k t^,'TEMPl, 6^ 6. ^^ , ^ ^ CALL, 1^tA'TRAX (TEMPI, II, 4, 1
CALL MATRAX (TE1NP1, 6, 6, PEIJMAT, B, 6, P, 8, 6, ^) ^ `^^^• ^► ^► AK, ^.	 ^) 1.
ADD NOIi9E T COVARIANCE 1KATRIX
^......^.a....	 ^ ^ ^.... ^ ^.. ^ ^,.. ^...,n.a ,iw^ ^ ^ UFDAT^"”' t^'i^V	 H^ ^ I11ATC
^ 1 1 1 1 CALL MATRAX 4A^ ^ Z, HH, !, a,^^
^
l
^ 1 1 j l 'i`EMP1, 6, 8, 1) ^
^ ^' ^ 1' 8 1 ^ ^ 1 C/,+LL MATAAX (TEMPI, ^, d,,F, ^, !^^ 1








Dfil M = 1, R j1_
CALCULATE AN STORE WEK3HTINt31^UNCTION MATRTK^....^,.^......^	 .......^....^...^^.^^...^......*.«^.r1 ^ 11 1
i P(L,	 '* P(L^ M) - i 1a;N^tl„, loft ,
^ S	 TE^tP1 1^ ^ 9 ,CALL MATR1^ (P. ^ 8, IAN, , a	 ► ► ^ 1 I ; 1
CALL 11^ATRA)C (HH» g, 6, TEMFl, 6, ^, XK, g, 5,1^ 1 ^ C#^Ni IrIUE i






YNiTEa AiRCRA^t ^ .^OElQIZ# TE'. 1)YlTEJM^ C^N;:,^
ISGff ^^ II
BLACK V -2I UPDATE STATE VEGTOR AND COMPUTE NAVIGATIQN ERRORS
Al = ALPHANI - ^LPPR
A2 = DELTA1i - DELPR
XMAGl - AB^(Al j - FBI
XMAG2 = ABS(A2j - PL
>0.
i ^.1= -SIGN(1. , A 1)*X:MAG1 ^
0►
^ 0.	 D!^ L ]., ti
QM ^r^^^lr^
	 ^.
	 AKI(L^ 1, Ij*AI+AKI(L, ^r ^"`,
A2 -^ ^- 5TGN ^L A2j '^ XMAV2
G
XG1 - XC/GKI4LAL'
YGl ^= YCf CKhfAU
ZG1 = ZCf GKI^9AU
VXG1 = VXG/GMt^D





^G^ ^G + ^^RR(1j XG^ - XGf GK^IAU
Y`C - YG ^ G,i^R^C2j YG2 ^ XCf'^^'l1^AU
^C - ?C + G^dRR(3j ZG^ _ ^Gf CKMAU
^^t^" ^ vxG ^- c^iR,^,^4j vxC^ = wxGfcz^sAUD
VYC - VYG + GARR(5j VYCa ^= VYG/GMSADD
V ZC' = V ZG + C^RR(6j V ZG2 ^ V 2G/G 11^SAUD
C '	 ^tR(La-G^RR(^.}fGK1V1A^. ^ 4	 ^F	 ^Eh = (KG - XT (I)j f CKMAU , KASE^I ^ ^.
EY ^ (YG - ' - 'T(IjjfGKZVIAtJ NTI1^tUE EY = t!, ,
^'ifiX =	 C -	 jf G Nh1^tID F^ ^ +^
E'VY -^ (YXG - VIA (^jf G 1wSAt^A CRR (Lj =G RR (L) G 1'^'^SAL^D ^"^ - ^,,
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SCIt 290 Il
I:Ln('K V-3A CALCULATE TRANSFORMA PION FrtOM JZ^PITER EQUATORIAL
COORDINATE SYSTEM TO F.0 LIP'I'IC SYSTE M
C^S^6 = C^S(QSI^IEPI3)
SINS = SIN^^ME i'R)
CQjSI - CQSS(FiIN(' I'1Z)
SINI = SIN(I3INCI'R) ^
r'1( :3, 1) - SINQj*YIS12)
^^(2, 11 - C^S^*^1^IMS(L)+SINGS*QSnI17C(2)*YIC(2)
A(1, 1) = SQRT(1. -A (2, 1)**2-A(:,, 1)**2)
TEMP = SINS*^MMS(2)-C^S47j*^MMC (2) *YIC (2)
A(2,:Ij == TEMP*SINI-^:^I1^IC(L)'''CQ^S[*YIS(2)
A(2,2) ^= SQRT(1.-A (2, 1)**2-A^'?, 3)**^^
TEMP -- SINS'^^M1'^^IC(`L)+CQ`SQS*QSMMS(2)*YIC(2)
A(1,:,) -- TEMP*SINI-^-^MMS('L)*C;^hSI*YIS(2)
A(1, 2) = SQRT(1. -A(1, ^)**2-A(1, 3) **2)
A/3, 2) _= SQRT(1. -A(1, 2) * *2-A(2, 2) **2)
A(:;,:.) = SQRT(1. -A(1, ;1**Z-A(2,3)**2j
h6-7560




BLOCK V-3 I3 COMPUTE INITIAL ES'I'I:VIATES OF ERRORS IN DOWNRANGE AND
C ROS.^ RANG E POSITION
DFL'I'IiE - DETHE*DEGRAD
DEI.PSI - DEPSI*DEGRAD	 - ^^	 II^
DPPI^ -^ DE LP3I	 I.I
DTI'R - DE LTHE	 , ^^
l)E1^ ^ I)EX*CKMAU
I)I:LY - I)EY*CKMAU
DE I,XX -= 1;(i, 1) *I?1:I,X TI(1, `') *LI^: Ll'+I3(1, :3) *U1 •: L'!.
DFL1'Y - [3!'?, I) *llI^:I,X^13(::, 2)'`n1•:I.Y ^-I; (L, ^3)"U1:L'!.
DLLZl. == I3(^3, 1)*DF.LX-^I3 (3, :') *n1•:LY +Ii(:3, .;) *DIJ1.'!.
TEMP -- XI'R^`*2+^-l'It**2
DELTIIE - (XI'R*nF.L,Y ;` - ti'PR^. '',XX)/TEMP
DELI^S1 - (TEMP*DIJLZ'l.-'l,P13*(XP^ ► ^EL^^^YPIt*DF.Lti"Y))
I
DPPR '^ DI•: LPSI
1^7 PIS ^ DL LTI I I•:
l
[,`^l'1'1A LI ^ T:
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ZO -- 7, 1.
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SCK X90 II




XO = XX *C KI4TAU





('AL.I. ItANN(1Sii(AAX , SIGMU(1), DE LTAX, XSUI33)
CA1,L ItANN^It(AAY, SIGhIU(2), DEL'1'A1', XSUB4)
C:AI,i. RAN ti(i.'It(,AA'!,, S1GMU(.3), DELTA'!,, XSUI3^i)
CALL IiANN(ISIi(AVX, SIGMU(^I), 1)I:;LVXO, XSURR)
CALI. I^ANN^Ii(AVY, SIGMU(5), DI?.LVYO, XSUB7)
('Al.i. IiANNQfT;(AV'!., SIGMU(0), 1)T:LVlO, XSUIiK)
VXU - VXX % C AiSAl1l)
VYU - VYY*C:^ISAUll
VLO = V Z Z *C M.SAU ll
AAX = DEL'1'X''t;KMAU
AAY - DE I,'I'Y *t:Kn1AU
AA 7, = DF.L'I"L "CK1^lAU
AVX = DELVYI *C AISAUD
AVY ^= I)ELVl'1*CRISAUU
AVl = DF:LVZI *C 11SAUU
I ^] . ; i
1' I (1) XO + DI3 LTAX
1' 1D'I' (1) = VXl1 -' DI•: I.VXO
YID'I'(2) - VYO UEI,Vl'O




SI(:MU(I) SI(^M['(( ► ^^('KMAtJ	 EI`I - lI^"L x S(1111'('I'IiED^T^*`L*C^S(PSI)'^*2Y "SIDSUT*'k2)
SIGI^I11(I+3)-SIGiV[U (I^3) ^ (,'MSAt11)
CtiivTINI1I'; I
XSUi33 = , 7
XSUB 1 ` . 2
XSUB ^ =- -, 13
XSUAf = , 8 i
XSUB? -- -^. 1
?(SUIi^ - -. 39
^s-:`o^
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BLOCK V-3F CHECK IF TRUE AND NAVIGATED STATE VECTORS HAVE
THE SAME REFERENCE -CORRECT TRUTH IF NECESSARY
u ,^ IF
^o

























RTRU( M'fll`1h:) - It
Tl1ETRU(M17111F) ° 7'IIF,TA
PS17'Rl^ ( M7'lf\1F.) ,PSI
VR7'RU(M7'IA1F.) RUr^ l'
VT11'19tU(M'Ci11lF) -' 'C11Ep{b1'
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VI. COMMON
.gill ti^^ •ee programs deacrfbed herein used labelea common data storage areas to
make snore efficient use of the data handling capabilities of t:^e computer. Each pro-
gram has one labeleu commo,l area. The variables associated ^ • ith each area are
listed in Tablo VI -I. Definit'ons far each variable are given in the respective pro-
gram directories (3ection VIn.
TABLE VI-I
LAIIE LED C^MM^N VARIABLES
ProQam label Varlablea
A. N-	 DY Z 1. XC 19. TM1 37. (aMM(10) bb. A32(2)
(N-	 DY) 2. YC 20. J 38. dMMB(10) S8. A33(2)
d►'[A 3. ZC 21. N 39. ^MMC(10) b7. XNN(10)
PI.AItET 4. VX 22. K 4A. CRPP(10) 58. RAQ
l^.TII+iT S. VY ?3. IALPA 41. ri8(10) 69. Ai.i'HJ(8)
I?rL'Ep 6. VZ 24. NPRINT 42. riC (10) 80. 1lETAJ(8)
UPDAT 7. Y(3S8) 25. 1C11: 43. UELTt1 el. GAMJ(8)
DETERM 8. YP;3" 8) 28. ICN2 44. IAETA 82. D(8)
TMMAT 9. R 27. I('N3 15. RKTME 83. PFil(8)
l0. ^Q 1A. I(lAM 48. NL^ M. PH2(8)
11. li 29. XR(10) 47. 11 8S. PH3(e)
12. W(42) 30. YR (10) 48. All(2) 88. PH4(e)
1'+. IIdDR 31. ZR (10) 49. Al2(:.` 87. .^HS(e)
14. ISWTl 32. VXR (2) A13 (2) 88. P118(e)
15. I8WT2 33. ^"K(2) +. A21(2) 89. XJ2(2)
18. :8WT3 34. VZR(z^ '	 . `22(Z) 70. X,13(2)
17. EP8(10) 3b. M(]0) i(2) 71. X.14(2)
18. XMT'^11ft 38. EF.(l0) ..y. A31(2) 72. IRAN
g, ^ Z 1. X^ 22. A22 4a. IGAM s4. ISWT2
^^) ^, yC 23. A23 44. NU 85. 13W'T3
DETERM ;,. ZC 24. A31 45. Y(48) 88. Hd
PLANET 4. R 25. A32 48. YP(48) 87. H
NUMER S. VXC 28. A's3 4T. W(8) 88. DELTS
INTEG 8. VYC 'l7. `Qt(10) 4A. TM] eY. PIDMAT(e,C)
DATA 7. VZC 2A. YR(10) 49. EX 70. PHDAT(8, e)
ACCEL e. XMU(10) 7.9. ZR (10) S0. EY 71. DELTPH
pHINTl 9. F.PS (10) 30. VXR S1, EZ T2. V3t^^'1'
PHINT2 10. XNN(10) :11. VYR 52 EVX 73. VYDQT
SETII4T 11. EE(10) 32. V?.R b^. EVY 74. VZDA'I'
UPDAT 12. ^MM(10) 33. ( PLAN S4. EVZ 75. IBETA
13. CAPP(10) A4. KMAX SS. KK (7) 78. RKTME
14. pMMB(30) 3S. I S8. T(100) TT. 18WT10
16. AMMC(10) 18. NMAX 67 TIME 78. M(!0)
18. ri8(10) 37. KASE 58. NPRWT 79. AUNM
17, riC(10) 3A. .1 59. ICNI 60. XJ2
1A. All 39. N 50. ICN2 hl. XJ4
19. Al2 40. K 81. ICN3 82. REFRAC
20. A13 41. it 82. INDR 83. REQ(10)
21. A21 42. IALFA 6d. ISW'C1
^,	 I8N CDM 1. ri(3) 'l0, ZPR 39. AP81 58. LIr1AX(^^ 2. ZR(10) 21. XMU(10) 40. M(10) 59. EPSI
NUirtEAl 3. KK(7) 22. dtPR 41. QMMC(10) 80. YR(10)
FILTER 4. THEDp'1' 23. TVP 42. TMl 8:. A(R, 3)
II+ilfl'PH S. YPR 24. ATHE 43. MTII^IE 82. RDQ'I'
^^ 8, IP 25. XJ4 44. ETHE 83. XpR
PLANET 7. DUMMY(250) 28, QMMS(10) 45. ISWt 84. I1r1AX
Tl^ 8. TTHE 27. EP8(10) 48. XR(10) 8S. AZSP
NAVINT 9. AR 28. TIME 47. VZR 88. TVT
RECTIF 10. XJ2 29. EA 4e. PSI 87. DT
TRUIIdT 11. CAPI[+ (10) 30. F.VP(il 49. C(3^8) 88. ADQ(10)
12. XNN(10) 31. LP 60. TWQPt 8Y. dMM(10)
13. VZDQ'I' 32. VYR Sl, AYdP 70. YIC(10)
14. ERRD)T(8) 33. THETA 62. TVA 71. VYDQ'P
1;,. EVTh'E 34. B(3,3) 61. T1^1 72. ERRI(3)
18. Ym'1'(3^ 3S. D4D b4: pI^(L18 78. EVR
17. VXA 38. AXSP 45. EE(10)
18. R 3T. DPPR 68. TIS(10)
19. PSD>Q'P 3A. TP S7. VXDQ'I'
88 -284t	 s l




The mathematical subroutines used by the three programs a^e listed in Table VII-I
together with the associated calling sequence for each. Details and flew charts for each
subroutine are giver. in Section VII-B. It is assumed that most of the subrositine writeups
in Section VII-B are self-explanatory and do not need further clarification. However, in
some instances, additional descriptive material may be helpful in the understanding of
the individual roles of those subr mtines which are collectively used to perform a single
function or of those in which *',e relationship of the subroutine function to the main
blem may not be clear. The following paragraphs provide such supplementary ;1lormation.
In the N-BODY and Ll6F programs, the function of nun,erical integration is spread
over three subroutines (as opposed to only one part of the 1SN main program). As de-
signed, the three subroutines (Si TINT, INTEG, and UPDAT) together with associated
main program logic offer .:n input option of either a Runge-Kutta integration scheme
with constant step size or an Adam!: 4-point predictor-corrector scheme with -lither
a constant st. , ) size or a vari4ht,: step size with automatic error control. The , .lams
4-point integration formulas are easily adapted to procedures for estimating the st':p-
by-step truncation error. The error control portion of the integration process compares
the predicted and corrected values obtained from such formulas and change: the integra-
tion interval a ;cording to the results of the comparison. This is done to minimize
round-off error and computing time and still maintain a low level of truncation error.
When the Adams 4-point formulas are used, the differential equations are solved only
twice per integration step as compared with four times for the Runge-';utta scheme.
However, Lhe Adams formulas requ ve four past values of the dependent variables in
order to advance one integration step; whereas, the Runge-Kutta scheme needs only
two. Consequently, the Adams 4-point method is not self-starting and the first four
points must be venerated using the Runge-Kutta technique.
:n general, the subroutine INTEG contains the integration formulas and UPDAT
stores the variables and places them in the correct locations for the next integration step
INTEG is called once for each dependent variable during any given pass through the time
loop, whereas UPDAT is called only once at the completion of the time loop.
It is noted that twict as many values as are normally required in the Adams
4-point method are reserved in the integrated variable tables, Y(I) and YP(I), for
each variable to be integrated, L e. , 8 spaces. The reason for this is that if the
integration step size is to be doubled, u g ly every other value in the table is used to
provide the required past values. A comparable situation does not exist, however,
if integration step size is to be halved. In that event, the routine re-initializes and
starts over again using Runge-Kutta formulas.
Two main tables in UPDAT are allocated for data storage. Each table is composed
of blocks of eight spaces with the current value of a particular variable appearii.is in the
first location of the eight spaces reserved for it. The Y(I) table contains blocks of eight
spaces reserved for the integrated variables and the YP(I) table contains the first deri-
vatives of the variables. The value of the first derivative and the variable for any given
time are found at corresponding values of the index T is each table.	
62
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UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
Most of the initialization of INTEG and UPDAT is done in the subroutine, SETINT.
However, in addition to the initialization contained in subroutine SETINT, the integration
weighting factors, AWK), corresponding to each of the integrated variables are set equal
to unity in the pertinent main programs. These weighting factors t0.<\V(K)<1.) determine
the relative effectiveness of each integrated variable in the error control process.
Variables with low weighting factors affect the error control process less and hence
have a g -eater variation --,f acceptable accuracy. The computer multiplies the minimum
of the percentage difference and the absolute difference between the predicted and
corrected integrated value of each variable 1.)y the corresponding weighting factor to
obtain a measure of the t: uncation error for the error control process (see the Pow
diagram for INTEG in Section VII-B).
If it becomes desirable at any time to add integrated variables to either the
N-BODY or LOF programs, an integration accuracy tolerance mu.3t be provided for
each new variable. The tolerances should be given in terms of allowable absolute
differences for those variables with expected values less than unity, and in terms of
percentage differences for those with expected values greater than unit y . Once supplied
with the appropriate tolerances, the programmer can determine the correct W(K) from
the following equation:
W (K) _	 .001tolerance(K)
Because the Adams 4-point integration :scheme is the more conip]..x of thc two
integration options and therefore less likely to be incorporated into a flight computer,
the option of choosing it was eliminated from both navigation programs. This was
accomplished in the LOJ-, program by internali'.y initializing the pertine,;. integration
package control variables and in the ISN program by mechanizing only the fourth order
Runge-Kutta integration scheme. See Reference 7 for the mathematical details
of the indicated integration techniques.
Although not part of the essential problem logic, subroutine DETERM was
incladed in both the N-BODY and LOF programs to serve as a means of checking the
numerical integration accuracy of the transition :natrix calculation. The subroutine
calculates and prints the determinant of the transition matrix each time it is called
by the main program. As shown by Stern in Reference 8, the determinant of the
transition matrix should always be unity for those ;,ituations where the matrix of
partia: derivatives of the vehicle's acceleration wi0 respect to position is symmetrical.
To the degree of sophistication of the subject programs, this condition is true every-
where except in +he Earth's sphere of influence where the J3 zonal harmonic of the
Earth's gravitational field causes the partial derivati ,e matrix to deviate slightly
from a symmetrical condition. The technique for con:.puting the determinant of the
6 x 6 matrix was obtained from Reference 9.
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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SUBROUTINE AGONY (ARG1, ARG2, ANSI
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SUBROUTINE ZPRN(A)






UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
SCR 290 II
SUBRIbUTINE ZPRIN(X)
Purpose:	 To Print Input Data
Progra ►n(s):	 LOF
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Format for Printing Out the Input
IRU' = X(26)+. 1
11 HIN•I': INPUT FOR Rt1N NO (IRUN)
PR1N •I' HFADINGS FOR DATA SHOWN IN BLOCK 1
'I -= K i 1
h-1	 N- K ^ L
11-=K+
K1 = K 1	 PRINT :
K	 K + 1	 K, X (K)
I)RIN'r IN SA IE F O RMAT AS E' BLOCK l:
K, X(K),.I , X(1), N, X(N), M, X(NI)
0
Ih-'I1	 K = 11 ^ ]
K3 -- K1 + 100
'
1 = K + 1 ad
N -- K+2
11=K+
r LOC K 1
PRINT: DUM MY VALUE' DU IIIIY VALUE D UMMY VAL UE DU111IY VA LUE(K)	 (X(K))	 l•J )	 (XlJ))
	
(N)


























Purpose:	 To print out all the input in one block
Programs):	 ISN
Flow Diagram Key:
Bloch 1 - Format for printing out the input.
[RUN = X(141)+. 1 1
PRINT:
INPUT FOR RUN NO (UJITN)
PRINT IIFADINGS FOR DATA SHOWN IN BLOCK ]
J = K+ 1




DUMMY VALUE DUMMY VALUE. I)LJA1:11Y VALUE DUMMY VALUE:
( K)	 (X(K))	 (J)	 (!C(.J))	 -^,^) -- (X))
	
(At)	 (X(tiI) )
K	 NI + 1




K IU _ PRINT:	 Kl K+ 1=	 N=K+2
	
K.X(K)	 K = K^ ]	 M = K + 3
PRINT IN SA^1F; FORAL1T AS IN BLOCK 1:
K, `C(K),.t. X0), N,X(N), dI,X(A1)
K = A1* 1
IF	 IF	 >0K2= K1 - 1
	
K1 = K1 119	 K . 140	 KF.TURNK-25U




DUMMY (K) THROUGH DU.NIMY (K'21 ) ARF ZF.Rn
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SUBROUTINE PLANET (TIME, KK) (N-B16DY)
SUBR16UTINE PLANET	 (Lf)F, ISN)
Purpose:	 To compute the planetary positions and velocities
ab functions of time.
Program(s):	 LOF, N-BODY, ISN
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Compute planetary eccentric anomalies.
Block 2 - Calculate position relative to Sun.
Black 3 - Calculate planetary velocity.
Block 4 - Calculate position relative to central body.




SUBROUTINE PLANET (7'IAIE, KK)
SUBROUTINE PLANET
T - TiME+TM1

















IF <0. YH -AA(N1) • 8c11t'r ( 1.-t; E(M) ' '2)'SIN (TEAIPI)




rF:\iP( , - C0S(1'I•:MP)
11 LOCK 2
Q11
	 I EN1PC'ON1NIC01) - TE NIPS 'YIC (	 ) VN1NIS(Nn
(112	 . '1'F:NIPS •f)Ntol ► (^i)+T F.\iPC'YIC(..I)'^MMS(M)
(121	 ' ENIPCIOMINISO,1)+TFNiPS 'YIC'(Ni)`/1MM((N1)
^u	 IF' ^1="-	 '	 I I:\1P '+ • Q► NINiS(N1)=1 - F: N1 PC''^'IC(Nr)'(/)MNIC(Nt)
Q:;2	 N-IS(-%I)''I'F:MP ► '




I 'rENiP - TEMP1
BLOCK 3
RR - XR (nt)'•2*YR (M)'02+%R(An•12
PB - AA ( M)•(I.-EL ( NT)'•2)
TEMP = SQRT(XMU(3),/ Pli)
TFMP1 = S(1RT(WIT(3)•PS)
VXII - (TENiP'F.E (M)'Xll n- 11- rEN1P1'YB)/ilit
VYB - (TF, MP•F.F (Ni)'(VB"2)+'IFN1P1 'X11)/RR
VXR(M) = Ql l •VXB-Q12' VY B
VYR(M) - Q21•VXB-Q22'\'N'R
V7.R(M) ' Q31'VXB -Q32 •V YD
NI -KK(11-0E—L-  KK(1)
1 F'	 ^ 0	 1 F'	 _ 0
BLOCK I
I	 Xlt(M) _ XR(NI)+XR(1)
	 0	 I	 iFYR(Ni) -- YR(M)+YR(l)
zit(m)
	 7. R(M)+7.R (1) 	 I'-g	 1.-a
TEMP XR (M;rENIP XR (M)-XR(L)
I	 TEMPI YR (NI	 TEMPI YR(Nl)-YR(L)
'	 TFMP2 ' ZR(N1)	 1 ENiP2 - 7R(Ni)-'lit L
	 I
► 	 XR(M) TEMP*All ( I.)+'I'F:MPI•A21 ( L)-'rEMP2 'A31(L)
N'K(M) - TEMP • Al2(L)+TEMP1 'A22(L)4' rEN1P2'A32(L)






UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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SUBROUTINE SETINT (TIME, X19T1I1), VARB11)





Block 1 - Initialize switches and counters common to both Adams 4-point and
Runge-Kutta schemes
Block 2 - Initialize integration tables for initial state vector
Block 3 - Initialize integration tables for tr,insition matrix elements (omitte=d in LOF)
Block 4 - Initialize switches for Adams 4-point method
Block 5 - I11il.0lizc switches for Itunge-Kutta method
Block 6 - Initialize switches for variable step size
Block 7 - Initialize switches for constant step size
131ovk 1
	 -
INDIA - 0	 l 1	 IALFA 4	 ICN1 1
ISWT 1 -- 0	 N	 y	 11 - ii	 I('N" - 3
IGAbT - -1
	 h - 1	 N1 1INT	 0	 IC;N3 4)
Block 21	 1
1 (1)	 X	 Y(2.,) XC	 Black 3
Y(!)) V1'	 Y(33) YC
1'(17)	 %	 1'(11)	 '!.0	 LP -=49
DO 1 1, 6
I I:	 >0.
L 1	 LP +- S
L2 = L1 +N
< 0.
	 --- --	 L3 - L2 + K
Blo(k4
	 1A L3 +S
ISW'T:: U _ 	 II:	 L5 1A 8
IBETA 3Xht7'HD	 Y(LP) - PH1(1)
Y(L1) = P112(1)
0 • Bla •k 5	 Y(L2) P113(l)
Y(1,3) = PH4(I)
ISw' i'O 1	 Y(L4) - PHG(I)
I F	 0.	 I BETA 0	 Y(L5) _ PH 60)






HO , DE LTS	 CONTINUE
18WT3 = 0
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SUBROUTINE INTE G
Purpose:	 To perform the m-merical integration of variables
Program(s): N-BODY, LOF
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Perform fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration
Block 2 - Calculate "predictor" estimate of predictor-corrector integration
sche me
Block 3 - Calculate "corrector" estimate of predictor-corrector integration
scheme and check to see if error is within preset tolerances
Block 4 - Set indices for next integrated variable
_ 0 Block 1
IF 	 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — –1











	 (JJ -JI+1;JK-JI+2 I





IGAM 	 - Y(J) ; (II/24.)*(55. *YP(.J) - 59. *YP(JI) + 37. *YP(JJ) - 9. *YP(JK))
0 Block 3
Y(N) = Y( 1) + (H/24.)*(9. *YP(.I) + 19. *YP(.JI) - Vii. *YP(JJ) + YP(JK))
E 1 = ABS (Y(N) - Y(J))
^	 I







E - W(K)*E2 I














> 0.	 INDR -1	
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SUBROUTINE UPDAT (TIME) 	 (N -BODY)
SUBROUTINE UPDAT	 (LOF )
Purpose:	 To store and manipulate data in integration tables, control integration




Block 1 - Control integ: anon switching for Adams 4-point integration scheme
and provide for doubling the integration step size
Block 2 - Control integration switching for Runge-Kutta intep ation scheme
Block 3 - Reset integration tables to start of last initial Runge-Ku'ta point -
prepare to halve integration step
Block 4 - Reset integration tables to last integrated point - prepare to halve
integration step
Block 5 - Rearrange integration tables to contain every second data point -
step has been doubled
Block 6 - Update integration tables for fourth order Ru,?%4;. '' ''.a scheme-final
value
Block 7 - Set up integration tables in preparation for starting Adams 4-point
integration scheme
Block 8 - Update integration tables for "normal" Adams 4 -point scheme opera-
tion
Block 9 - Update integration tables for fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme .-
intermediate values
74	 '






















To calculate the determinant of a d x 6 matrix
Program(s):
	
N -BODY, LOF *
Floe Diagrµm Key:
Block 1 - Initialize A(I, J) matrix
*Note: In the LOF program the A(I, J) matrix is set equal to
PHIMAT(1, J)
T' lock 2 - Find the largest element in the A(I, .J) matrix
Block 3 - Interchange rows to put largest element in first rove
Block 4 - Interchange columns to put largest element in ; ;.rst colunin
Block 5 - Reduce matrix order by pivotal method
Block 6 - Set A(I, J) matrix equal to reduced order B(I, J) matrix
Block 7 - Calculate determinant and print results






I	 A(1 , I)
	








	 A(4i. 1) 	 P116(I)




	 — ^--	 1.
131ock 2
t)t^ L 1, Ll	 —	 —	 ,rF:P o.I	 I
Block 3	 (	 !^1
DO 'M 1, I.L	 I	
'rF:l	 AI1,S (A(I., M))	 {
I	 I	 , n•	 :.1	 1.	 ^I	 I	 I	 IF	 Kr	 'tit
r(^(M)
	
A(1, M)	 i	 I	 ARS(A(1., Nf))
	 I
A(1, M) A(K1, M)	 I	
SO
T I-
AIMK 1, M) TO(, 	 I	
.	 r — — — -- —{	 I	 Rl(x:k 4
	
L{
	 i	 CONTIV1iF;	 I	
r---------^
I	 CONTINUF;	 I	 I	
I	 1)o
 1, 1, LL	
IL	 (QIN rivt'F:	 I	 I
1 .0(L)	 A(1., 1)













L 1 LL	 {
{	 L1L4.1	 —	 I
M1-M+1	 {
R(L, M) - A(L1, ,N1I) - A(1, M1)-A(L1, 1)/A(1, 1
{	 C'(JNTINUE I	
P0(1Z) _ A(1, 1)
CONTINUE
	
IZ - IZ + 1
---------- ----- --J
Block 7	 — — —
I	 PO(5) = B ( 1,1)-B(2, 2) - B(2, 1)'B ( 1, 2)	 I -	 IZ -5	 '0
I	 YNN = NN
{	 DD = YNN*POI')-PO(2)-P,0(3)-PO(4)'PO(5)
I	 I
I	 PRINT





I DO M 1, LL	 II	 I
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SU13ROUTINE TRAAIA ,r (KK)
Purpose:	 To calculate the elements of the transition matrix
Program(s):	 N-BODY
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Calculate the central bedy contribution to the element time
derivatives
Block 2 - Calculate the contribution of the other Newtonian force
fields to the element tin g e derivatives
Block 3 - Calculate the central tmdy- oblateness contribution to the
element time derivatives and combine %with the Newtonian
force contributions to form the total element time
derivatives
Block 4 - Set the total element time derivatives equal to the Newtonian
force field contributions
Block 5 - Integrate the total clement time derivatives.
78
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Purpose:	 To collect error statistics and calculate the statistical
mean, standard deviation, and second moment about zero
Program(s):	 LOF
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Sum the errors and square of the errors in navigated
position and velocity for each navigation measurement
time
Block 2 - Calculate the mean and stancl<ard deviation for each error
component
Block 3 - Calculate the second moment alwut zero for each error
component









iiLOCK 1	 j >o
S.'MX(Q - SITNIX(I)+I•:X











St "11\'X'(;)' I:b'X' •'^
sum \'\'-(1)	 SI'11\ \'l(1) I:V\'
SUNT '%'.'.(1)
(1) = 0.	 SU11\'X	 (1.
Sl'MY(Q ' 0.	 SUNiVY ' O.
SUNI/,(n '	 U.	 STIM%l/.	 0.
SUNiX2(I)
	 0.	 1,UM\'X2	 ' 0.
SUM1"^(1)	 U.	 SUM\'Y2 ' U.
SUNtis(1)









	 - Sl'N1\'(I) i rNl'\1	 1\'111:;\V	 Nl'11\ 1 (I)/X\t'll
'J, 11I;•\V	 `t1Nl%(l)!XN1:;11	 \ /\II..\\	 Sl".1\ %(l)/XNI	 V
St(;X
	
ti(1it l' ((X'^1'Ni `tiC11YL(1)_^l''1\(I) • •^)! \ 1)
,N I(;\	 SQRI	 ((XNl'1i • SI'11Y'(I)	 ^t"U\(I)•'Z)%AI)





S111t C((XNt;M • til'11\ x:'(1) -s1'\1\ X(I) ".');'Al)
5k;\'1' •^ S(llt I'((XN1'11'tii'11\'\".'(f)-SI'\1\ \ (1) "")'\1)
till;\ %	 ti(11t	 (1)"_'); Al)
PRIN'l
sl',vn.,;'i'wAl. DAl\ A'I' 	 1111E	 Cl(li) DAYS
NUMBER OF t'ASES - (XNU,%I)
 X	 \'	 % _	 \ X__	 _
\IE,%N	 (T'% 	 .\N)	 (1'1ti::\N)	 (/.\1l'•\N)	 (\'X\11'\\)II:A`:)	 (\'%`.IEAN)






Sl(;\'X	 SQIl l (SI'N. IVX2(Q,'NNt'11)
SIGVY " SoIlT(Sl'\11'1"2(0% XNiTNI)
SI(;\ /.	 SQR l (Sl'NIVZ_(I)/XNl'M)
PRIM I':
ST DIA' O_ (SIGX) (SIGY) (Sl(;7) (SI(;\'X) (Sl(;\'\I (SIG\'7)
ItFA l'RN
wiw






To calculate mean and standard deviation values for the
position and velocity errors; it is used when more than one
navigated trajectory has been generated
Program(s):	 ISN
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Sum the errors and the squares of the errors at each
measurement time.
Block 2 - Calculate and print the mean and standard derivation of
the errors at the last measurement time.
Block 3 - Calculate and print the second moment about zero at the
last measurement time.











SUMY(MTIME) = SUMY(MTIME) +ERRI(2)
SUMZ(M'fIME) = SUM Z(MTIMF:)4-ERRI(3)
SUM-X(NITIME) = SUMVX(MTIME) }ERRIDT(1)
SUMVY(MTIME) = SUMVY(M'1'1ME)+ERRIDT(2)
SUMVZ(MTIME) = SUAIVZ(MTIME)+ERRID'I'(3)
SUNIX2'MTIME) = SUMX2(MTIME)+ERRI(1) **2
SUMY2(MTIME) = SUMY2(Ni'tIME)+ERRI(2)**2
SUMZ2(MTIME) = SUM'' Z2(M'fIMF)+ERiti(3) **2
SUMVX2(MTIME) = SUMVX2(MT'IMF)+ERRII)T(1)**2


















XNUM = LMAX -- 1	 ZMFAN = Sl1:1i'/,(1I1'ImE)/`CNlTM
XMEAN = SUMX(M'fIME) /XNi1M VXNII.AN 5t'N1VX(MTIME)/XNlTM
YMEAN = SUMY(MTINIE)/XNUAI VYAIEAN St'A1VY(MTIAIF:)/XNUM
Al = XNUM *(XNUM - 1.) 	 VZT%,TF.AN = St1NIVZ(MTIAIE)/XNUM
SIGX = SQRT((XNUM *SUM X2(MTIMF.) -ST J -NIX (MT TME)**2)/A1)	 BLOCK 2
SIGY = SQRT((XNUM* STJNIS'2(NI'I'INIF)-SUNIY(NITINIF)**2)/A1)
SIGZ = SQRT((XNUM *SUM Z;3(MTIME) -sum Z(M'fIME) **2)/A1)
SIGVX = SQR1'((XNUM*SUMX":C3(Nl1'IME)-StTN1VX(MT11TF)**'3)/A1)
SIGVY = SQRT((XNUNI *SUMVY2(1%1'1'IME)-SUMVY(NITIME)*'C)/A1)
SIGVZ = SQRT((XNUM*SUNIV'L2(NITIME)-St1MN'7,(Nl'CINIE)**2)/A11
PRINT:
STATISTICAL DATA AT TIME = ('TIME) DAYS
X	 Y	 'L	 VX	 VY	 VZ
MEAN (XMEAN) (YMEAN) (ZMEAN) (`'XAIEAN) VYMEAN) VZMEAN)
ST DEV	 (SIGX)	 (SIG Y)	 (SIGZ)	 (SIGVX)	 (SIGVY)
	 (SIGVZ)
SIGX = SQRT(SUMX2(MTIME)/XNUM) SIGVX - SQRT(SUMVX2(MTIME) /XNUM)
SIGY _ SQRT(SUMY2(MTIME)/XNIINI) SIGVY = SQRT'(SUMVY2(MTIME) /XNUM)




N	 ST DEV2 (SIGX) (SIGY) (SIUZ) (SIGVX) (SIGVY) (SIGVZ.)
66-263b
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SCR 290 11
SUBROUTINE PHINTI




Block 1 - Calculate the central body contribution (Newtonian) to
the transition matrix derivatives.
Block 2 - Calculate the contribution of the n th celestial body
to the transition matrix derivatives.
Block 3 - Calculate the central body contribution (oblate body)
to the transition matrix derivatives.
Block 4 - Calculate the transition matrix derivatives.
Block 5 -.Adjust flow control switches to be used in PHINT2 to
assure correct integration of the transition matrix
derivatives.
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6 N I T E D Al RCRAFT CON FORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
SCR 290 11
SUBROUTINE P1flNT2
Purpose:	 T,) integrate the time derivatives of the transition
m Arix elements (second order Rung;-Kutta scheme)
Program(s):	 Lf)F
Flow- Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Calculate transition matrix elements
Block 2 - Obtain time derivatives at time = t + Atn
BLOCK 1
-- -	 DO L	 1, ^ ► 	 ---	 -
I	 PH1%UV1'(L, Al) _ PHIMAI'M.:0I)
	
, `I)ELTP11 `PIII^^'1'(I., 11)	 I







UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
SCR 290 II
SUBROUTINE ACCEL
Purpose:	 To calculate the components of vehicle acceleration

















— —`---	 - -^')1:LX(li') XI	 X11(\I)
FDFL1'(If')	 - 1"(' - 1 R(NJ)
1)1:1./!11')	 _	 %l'	 -	 %ll(\t)













.`(I.	 Q) 1 Q .. 211.'l1.'ti(1111'0, (11	 ,;,)I
Al - A1^'I FA11)
A!,	 TE11P'I'1'1(Il')
A I	 A4+A 0 *ZR(NI)	
- --- ---- -----^
>11
CONTIN
	 VXPOT _A	 11'
	41'1'('-A:i
	fr - 1
R3 - 1.iR*^;,	 i"1.1)017	 -Al • %r'. A I
Al - RFFAC




 (-X.MU(`'1)11:1)-(1..;`X.J2''A1SQ*(1, - .`%( It -:I,,rc'L.-'X.11':11S(^••_ (3. -42. `%('112-G:1. 'l.('lt2•"L)
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Sc(t 290 11
SUBRIbUTINE RECTIF
Purpose:	 To change coordinate centers wnen the vehicle has
passed from one sphere of influence to another.
Program(s):	 ISN
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 & 2 - Calculate position and velocity with respect to new
reference body.
Block 3 & 4 - Change planetary index codes corresponding to the








VV(2)= YIDT(2)-VYIt	 XX(1) = )1q)
VV(3)= YIDT'(3)-VZR	 ^'\'(T)	 YlOT(I)
I	 1)0I=1.3	 I	 1)0 1 ° 1,3	 1
YI (I) = 0.	 )1(1) _ 0.
YIDT (I) = 0.
1)0 d	 1, 3	 1
	




Y1(I) = YI(I) +r ;J, I)+XX(.I)	 YIUT(1)	 1"11)1'(I),A(1,.1)'^'\'(.1)
YID'r(I) - YT 1)T(1)q-A(J.1)`VV(1)
t'ON'11NI-E
I	 CONTINV1•:	 I








	 ;J.1 _ 9	 X111!(2) _ X\117('0+X11V(7)t
N5 _ 9	 X:11U(9)+-X111U(')),




1"1(1) - i 1(11•^XR(''1
11('1	 1I(''.)+1'IZ(2)
UP Yl(.A)^ZR(-')
1'IU C(1) ^ 1'il)"r(1)+\'XR
YIDT'(2) _ )1D1'(2) 4-N 1'R
YII)T(3) - YII)'1'(3)+A"LR














Purpose:	 To calculate the transformation from the inertial to
spherical frame; to calculate the spherical accelera-





Block. 1 - Calculate the transformation matrix from inertial to
spherical frame.
Block 2 - Calculate spherical acceleration for tivo -body case.




S'1 HE = SIN(T 1 HE)
SING' = B(i . 2)
COSO = B(1, 1)
COSI = B(3,3)
SINI = B(2, 3)
BLOCK 1
( , (1, 1) - CPS1 ­ (C'n1E*C0S0-STIIE"'SIN(O*C'4ISI)+SPST-SINJ)`5I1I
C(1,2) = CPSI*^(CTIIE*SING+STHF*COSf)*COSI)-SPSI*CO)SO*SINI
C(1, 3) - CPSI*STIIE*SI%,I+SPSI1'Cl)SI
C(2, 1) _ -STHE*CY)S0-CTHE*SIN S*C0Sf
C(2,2) = zsTHE*SIN0WTIIE*C0SV*CQ1SI
C(`?_ 3) = S1NI*CTI1E
C(:3, 1) = S PSI *(-CTHE*COSP'-STFIE*S1N^4- - CQSSI)+c PSI *SI (d*SINI
C(3,2) - SPSI"(-CTHE*SINO-S1'IIE*C0S0*COST)-CPSI*C?)S0"SINI
C(3,31) -= -STIIE*SPSI*S'INI^C PSI "Cf)S1
I	 BLOCK 2
+	 N1 = KK(1)
IF	 1 0 '	 AR = -XNIU(N1)/R **2
TEST




AR = C(1, 1)*VXDOT+C(1, 2)*VYDO'1'+C(1, 3)*VZD0T
ATHE = C(2, 1) *VXDOT+C (2, 2) *VYDOT+C(2, 3) *VZDOT





UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
SCR 290 U
SUBROUTINE TIO
Purpose: To calculate the transformation from the inertial to
orbital frame. This is done in the beginning of the
program and each time after rectification takes place.
Program(s):	 ISN
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Calculate the sine and cosine of the orbital inclination angle.
Block 2 - Calculata the transformation matrix from the inertial to
orhita frame.
BLOCK 1
Al = Y1DT(:3)*YI(2)- nDT(2)*YI(3)
A2 = Y1D,r(:;)*YI(1)-YIDT(1)*YI(3)
A3 = YID1' (2) *YI(1)-YID r (1) *1'I (2)
COSI _ A:i/SQIt'I'(A1**2-*A2**2+,1:3**))
SINI = SQRT (1. -^'(^SI**'?)
k;NIEGA - ATAN2(A1, A2'
OAl EGA	 ONI EGA - 0]%1 EGA+TW0PI
BLOC K 2 1 ^-" 0,
COSO = COS(OMEGA)
SING ' SIN(ONIEGA)
13(1, 1) = ('oS($
13 (1, 2) = SIN16
B(1, )) = 0.
B(2, 1) - -SIN0*C0S1
B(2,2) = C'0S0*Cj5SI
B(2,3) = SINI
B(:3, 1) = S1Nj6*SIN1
B(3, 2) - -C080*SINI




UN ITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
SCR 290 11
SUBROUTINE NAVINT(VR, VT, Tli, VP, PPSI, SIN1, GLTINT)
Purpose:	 To perform the intermediate stages of calculation
in integrating the navigation equations.
Program(s):	 ISN
Flow Diagram Key:








Al = A"I'HE; (R*CPSI)--2. *«'rwi, ` I'VP*SPSI/CPSI)-(TVR-TX,
 I,/H))
A2 = Xi\k"I'IIE ID'I'PR--XKI*DL'I'INZ'
VT = D'I'*(.A1*A2)
TH = D'1'*(T\'T+XK'1 HE*?''1.'PR)
A1 =
 APSI/R--T\"1'-'*2*SPSI*CPSI-2. *TNZt*T\'P; R




DR'IDTC = R*(ATHI: 'I'V'1'*CPSI+A PSI *TVP)!'.ONI EGA S
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SUBROUTINE TRUINT (VXDT, VYDT, VZDT, Y)
Purpose:
	
To calculate the gravitational force acceleration
components and the oblate planet accelerations
Program(s):	 ISN
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Calculate the gravitational force acceleration
components.
Block 2 - Calculate the vehicle acceleration components.
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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SUBROUTINE TRUINT (VXDT, VYDT, VZDT, Y)	 SCR 290 II







I	 =o.	 II	 I
	
IF	 >0	 IF	 >0	 I
LP -1	 N1 - 2	 i•1=iMAX	 I
1	 .0	 <0	 I
J.1	 7
(1 IP 2 JJ	
IJi	 ID	 ° ,I	 I
I NI KK(1P)I	 I
















0^ SUM,	 0 I







AYSP = TEMPI Y('.) I





TFtIP	 (1.	 D(Ji,)•(KMU(M). D(\t))•(1., D(Nf))
I
SVNII = StIM14TF.MP•(Y(1)'FQ(16t)•XR(%I)
91'.%12	 SI T M2+TE NIP • (Y(2)+FQ(M)•YR(M))
i
1
SUNI-1 =SUM3+1'E%IP•(Y (3)+FQ(M) •ZR(M)) I
1I! ^ ONTINUE	 II
1 ^^	 (F AKSP = TEAIPI•Y(1)-RUD11
I
1 , AYSP = TENPl •Y(2)-SVM2
1
NI	
^<0 AZSP= TEMPI •'Y(3)-SUM3L— ------- ------	 _------------------------- -----^
r-- ----RLOC'K 2 ----- ---- —	 --- -- — ------^ 88-1842
TETtP- -XMU(2)/(R ••3) I
( TEMPI - ( REQ(2 )/(R•AUNM) ► ••2 1
TEMP2 - (Y(3)/R)•-2 I
T1 ° TEMP• (1. 50XJ2 -TEMPI •(1. -5. -TEMP2)+. 62^,-XJ4 •'t'FMP1-2 I( VXDOT - AXSP •(-3.+42 •TEMP2- 63. •TEMP2--2) I
VYDAT - AYSP T2 - TEMP- (I. 5 •'XJ2 •TEbtPl -(3.-5. •1'EMP'd}+. 625•X14 -TEMPI --2 I
VZDQT - AZSP •( - 15.+70. •TEMP2 -63. •TEMP2••2)) II
VXDQT , AXSP+T 1 •Y (1) 1
I V"T - AYSP+T1 •Y(2) I
VZDoT - AZSP+T2 •Y(3) 1
L----------- ------ ----- -----J 94
RETURN








Purpose:	 To calculate position and velocity in spherical coordinates
given the equivalent (;artesian components
Program(s):	 ISN
Flow Diagram Key:
Block 1 - Transform initial conditions to orbital frame.
Block 2 - Convert Cartesian position coordinates to
spherical coordinates
Block 3 - Calculate the transformation matrix from inertial to
spherical frame.
Block 4 - Calculate spherical coordinate derivatives.
BLOCK 1
XPR - B(1, 1)*YI(1)+B(1,2)*Y:(2)+B(1,3)111(3)













SINI - r (2, 3)
C16SI = B(3,3)







C(1, 1) = CPSI*"" 1I E *COSO-ST NE *SING *C0S1)+.4PSI *S1 NO *S1,NI
C(1,2) = CPS;*(CTHE*SING+ST11E*C()SO*COSI)- SI3S [*CQ*-,I;*.;1N1
C(1.3) = CPSI*STHE*SINI+SPSI*C(bSI
C(2,1) = STHE *COSO- CTHE*SING*COSI
C M, 2) - STHE *SIN0+CTHE *CpSO*COSI
C(2,3) - SINI*CTHE
C(3. 1) - SPSI*(-CTHE*COSO+STHE*SINlb*C)7Sn+C PSI *S'INI





RDOT - C(1,1)*YIDT(1)+C(1, 2)*YIDT(2)+C(l, 3)*YIDT(3) 	 # 0
TEMPI - C(2, 1)*YIDT(1)+C(2, 2)*YIDT(2)+C(2, 3)*YIDT(3) 	 IF	 PSIDAT - 0.
TEMP2 = C (3, 1) *YIDT (1)+C(3,2) *Y1DT(2)+C(3. 3) *YIDT (3)	 ISWT	 =0 ISWT = 1
THEWT - TEMP1/(R*CPSI)
	 66-2669






To calculate position and velocity in Cartesian




Block 1 - Calculate inertial position coordinates






YI(1) = B(1, 1)*XPR+I;(2, 1)*YPR+11(3, 1)*ZPR
YI(2) = B(1, 2)*XPR+B(2, 2) *YPR+ B(3. 2) *Z PR
YI(;) = B(1, 3)*XPR+B(2.3)*YPR+B(3, 3)*ZPR
BLOCK 2
VN PJR = T11ED0T*R*CPSI
V Z PR = P SIDOT *R
YIDT(1I = C(1, 1)*RD0T+C(2, 1)*VYPR+C(3, 1)*VZPR
YIDT(2) = C(1, 2)*RD.6T+C(2, 2)"N'YPI2+C(3,2)*VZPR
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SUBROUTINE FILTER (DELTIIE, DELPSI)




Block 1 - Integrate the filter equations using fourth order
Runge - Kutta .
' IF	







TEATP2 = . 5*DT/TAt12
TTPR I)'rPR
TPPR = DPPR
'1'PRKO = TEA1P1 *(DE LTIIE-TTPi1)
PPRKO -= TE'.NIP2*(DELPSI-"nPPR)
TTPR = DTPR+. 5 *'r PH K 0
TPPR = DPPR+. 5*PPRK0
TPRK1 = TE^IP1*(DELTIIE-TTP11)
PPRK1 = TEAIP2*(DELPSI-TPPR)
TTPR = DTPR ^. 5*TPRK1







DTPR - DTPR+(TPRKO+2. *(TPRKI+'I'PRK2)*TPRK3) /6.)
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SUBR95UTINE RANN16R (XBAR, S, ERROR, XSUBI)
Purpose:	 To calculate a normally distributed random number with
specified mean and standard deviation
Program(s):	 LOF, ISN
AO = 2. 51;5517
A2 - .010328
B1 - 1. 4 ,2789
R2 -= .189269
131 :1 - .001:11013
CALL RANDOM (XSITBI)
XSUBJ = . 5*(XSUBI-1-1.0)
ARG1 = . 5*(1. -ABS ( 1. -2. *XSURJ))
GAMA = SQRT (-2 . *A L(AG (ARG 1))
ANUM = AO+A1*GAMA+A2*GAMA**2
DENOM = 1.+B1^GA ,vIA+B2*GAMA **2+B:3*GAMA**3
ARG 1 = 1.0
ERROR = XBAR+S*(GAT%IA -(ANU^I/DENOM))+SIGN(ARG1,XSUBI)
RETURN
"-263;
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LI MITED AIRCRAFT COk PORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
SCR 290 II
VIII. PROGRAM VARIABLE DIRECTORIES
The purpose of Section VIII is to define all program vari,•',les. These are
listed alphabetically for the N-Bj6DY, LjbF, and ISN programs in Sections VIII. A.,
VIII. B.. and VIII. C. , respectively.
The column labeled SUBROUTINE APPEARANCE is used to indicate (where
applicable) the subroutines in which a particular variable is used. If the variable is
used in one of the main rrograms only, this column is left blank. Variables located
in the labeled comm( i areas (see Section VI) are indicated by the expression
11 ((Cj6MMIbN)" in the SUBROUTINE APPEARANCE column.
A few variables in the given programs are used as temporary storage locations
for intermediate results. These variables take on several meanings depending on the
place where they appear. To avoid confusion, they are designated "scratch pad
variables. " Similarly, fixed point variables which are used as indices in more than
one or two locations are termed "general index variables. "
100










A21(I) Elements of transformation
A22(I) I=1, 2 matrix relating planet equatorial (COMMON)




A(I) I=1, 10 Planetary semi-major axis
A(I, J) I=1, G
J= 1, G Scratch pad matrix DETERM
ALPHX T}ta ratio XC/R TRAMAT
ALPHJ(I) I=1; 6 X direction cosine of the vehicle
to planet vector (COMMON)
ANUM Scratch pad variable AGONY
AQUAN Tntermediate term in oblate-body
^celeration calculation
ARG1
ARG2) X, Y, 7, components of R x V calculation
ARG3
ARGPER VARGPRO	 chicle argument of periCL,nter
A	 Vehicle orbital semi-major axis
AUFT	 Conversion from A U to feet
AUNM	 Conversion from A U to nm
AVO	 Initial vehicle orbital semi-major axis
AV
101
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A. N-BODY PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
AXC	 X component of Newtonian force acceleration
AXOB	 X component of oblate-body acceleration
AYC	 Y component of Newtonian force acceleration
AY95B	 Y component of oblate-body acceleration
AZC	 Z component of Newtonian force acceleration
AZlbB	 Z component of oblate-body acceleration
BETAY	 The ratio YC/R
BETAJ(I)	 I=1, G	 Y direction cosine of the
vehicle to planet vector
B(I , J)	 I -11 r
	
Scratch pad matrixJ = 1, 5







C2	 Intermediate term in eccentricity calculation
CAR	 Cosine of the orbital argument of perigee
CIV
	
Cosine of the initial orbital inclination
angle
CKMAU	 Conversion from km to AL'
CMSAUD	 Conversion from m/s to A iT /day
C 10M	 Cosine of angle between Jupiter's equatorial
line of nodes and its orbital line of nodes
COSET	 Cosine of the oruital true anomaly
COSI	 Cosine of the orbital inclination angle
COSPH	 Cosine of the angle between R and the orbital
line of nodes
102	 ,
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SCR 290 11
A. N -B16DY PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE DEFINITION
COUNT Counter used in change-print calculations
COV Cosine of orbital argument of nodes
CRPP(I) I=1, 10	 Planetary mean longitude of
perihelion
DATE Julian date at TIME -- 0.
DATTE Julian date at any given time
DAYHR Conversion from days to hours
DAYSEC Conversion from days to seconds
DCOM(I) 1=1, 10	 Distance from vehicle to each
planet
DD The determinant of the calling matrix
DEGRAD Conversion from degrees to radians
DELTS Maximum integration step size
DELVX(I) I=1, 4	 X component of maneuver
velocity increment
DE LVY(I) I=1, 4	 Y component of maneuver
velocity increment
DELV Z(I) I-1, 4	 Z component of maneuver
velocity increment
DE LX(I) I=1, 6	 X component of DC6M(I )
DE LY(I) I=1, 6	 Y component of DCOM(I )
DE LZ (I) I=1, 6	 Z component of DCOM(I )
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SCR 290 Q
A. N -BODY PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE DEFINITION APPEARANCE
DE LTJ Integration step size in Jupiter's sphere of
influence
DEN Scratch pad variable
DEN16M Scratch pad variable AGONY
DUMMY(I) I=1, 69	 Intermediate input table
EE(I) I=1, 10	 Planetary orbit eccentricities (COMMON)
ELEIND Program-set element print indicator
ELEPR Input-set element print switch
EP Vehicle orbit eccentricity
EPS(I) I==1, 10	 PlaneViry mean longitude (COMMON)
at epoch
E Two-body orbital constant = V`'' - 2 µ/R
E1 Weighted measure of percentage integration INTEG
error per variable
E2 Weighted measure of percentage integration INTEG
error per variable
ETAO Initial vehicle true anomaly in degrees
ETAP True anomaly
ETAV Initial vehicle true anomaly in radians
EV Initial vehicle orbit eccentricity
FLAT(1) I=1, 3	 Planetary flattening constant for
oblate bodies
FPSAUD Conversion from fps to AU /day
FUN(1) I=1, 6	 Intermediate term in Newtonian
acceleration calculation
GAMJ(I) I=1, 6	 Z direction cosine of vehicle-to- (COMMON)
planet vector 104
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SCR 290 :I




GAMZ	 The ratio ZC/R
HGE16C	 Planetocentric altitude
IIGE95D	 Planetodetic altitude
Hib	 Integration step size
	 (CQSMMON)
HRSEC	 Conversion from hours to seconds
Ii	 Integration step-size intermediate
	 (C161NIMoN)
variable
I1	 Integration counter-number of	 (COMMON)
integrations








Integration counter-insures four K-K
	 (CbMMQbN)
points before starting Adams method
ICN1	 Integration counter-used to update
J index in referencing last complete 	 (C16MM16N)
integrated point
ICN2	 Integration counters to assure  that
ICN3	 enough points are available to alloti% ?	(C16MMON)
doubling the step size
ICN4	 Number of "PRINT" - sized time increments
since TIME = TB:'1SE
ICOITNT
	
Output sv itch-used to signal program when
it is time to print
IERR	 Diagnostic indicator
105
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SCR 290 lI
A. N-BODY PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
IE VT ME	 Change-print constant - signifies normal
print time
IGAM	 Integration switch - indicates predictor or
corrector phase






IPINT	 Internally-set print indicator - fixed point
version of the input variable PINT
IPR1	 Observation time index - indicates previous
observation time
IPR2	 Observation time switch
IPR	 Observation time index - indicates current
observation time
IP General index variable
I General index variable
(COMMON)Integration switch - indicates R -K or Adams
4-point scheme
Integration switch- indicates input choice of
R -K or Adams 4-point scheme
Integration switch - indicates input










Print return selector switch - channels
flow after printing
First time switch - indicates initial
computations
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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A. N -B(bDY PROGRAM (continued)
	 SCR 290 II
SUBROUTINE
-APPEARANCEVARIABLE	 DEFINITION
ISWT7	 Thrust time indicator - signals possible
thrust times
ISWT8	 Change print delay switch
LSWT9	 Last time indicator - signals final computations
ISWT10	 Pre-rectification and post-rectification print
switch
ISWT11	 Change-print switch
ISW.012	 Switch used to specify a post-rectification
print
LSWT13	 Switch used to control integration near closest
approach to Jupiter
ITH	 'Thrust maneuver index var1rble
IWC	 Input word count per card
IZ	 General index variable
J	 Integration counter - specifies first location
of each va, iable in integration tables
.TI
JJ










K1	 Scratch pad variable - indicates the row of 	 DETERM
the largest element in the A(I, J) matrix
K2	 Scratch pad variable - indicates the colwnn	 DETERM
of the largest element in the A(I , J) matrix
107
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A. N-B16DY PROGRAM (continued)
	 SCR 290 lI
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
KK(I) I=1, 7 Table of planet index codes repre-
senting the current set of celestial
bodies considered in the equations
of motion
KL	 Location in the DUMMY table of the given
input variable being initialized
K16UNT	 Change-print counter
K	 Integration routine index-references a particular
integrated variable












146C	 Location in DUMMY table of first data
word on an input card



















Number of observation times
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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SCR 290 II
A. N -BJbDY PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
MAXTHR	 Number of thrust maneuvers
M	 General index variable
N1
N2
N3	 Indices representing particular planets




NI	 General index variable
NN	 General index variable
NN	 Switch to adjust the sign of the
required determinant
NP	 General index variable
NPRNNT	 Integration step indicator-signals when a
time multiple of DE LTS has b-en reached
NPT	 Integration counter - controls the
setting of NPRNT
NU	 Maximum number of spaces in the integra-
tion tables (8 spaces per integrated variable)
N	 Integration counter - indicates last location
of each variable in integration tables
JbBSIND	 Number of observation times
010	 Initial vehicle orbital argument of nodes in
degrees
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A. N -BODY PROGRAM (continue')
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE DEFINITION APPEARANCE
omm(I) I=1, 10	 Planetary argument of nodes (COMMON-)
ONIMS(I) I=1,10	 Sines of the planetary (C95MM16N)
argument of nodes
OMP Vehicle orbital argument of nodes
QfMV Initial orbital argument of nodes in radians
PB Vehicle orbital semi-latus rectum
PCN1A	 Print frequencies within Earth's sphere ofPCN1B
PCN1	 influence
PCN2	 Print frequency within Sun's sphere of
influence
PCN3	 Print frequencies within Jupiter's sphere of
PCN4	 influence
PCN	 A general print frequency variable
PERIG	 Vehicle orbital argument of pericenter
PF 1X	 Partial derivative of the X acceleration 	 TRAMAT
component with respect to XC
PF1X0B	 Oblate body and Newtonian force 	 TRANLAT
PF 1XSP	 contributions to PFIX
PF1Y	 Partial derivative of the X acceleration 	 TRAMAT
component with respect to YC
PF1YjbB	 Oblate body and Newtonian force 	 TRAMAT
PF 1YSP	 contributions to PF 1Y
PF 1 Z	 Partial derivative of the X acceleration 	 TRAMAT
component with respect tn ZC
PF 1 Zj6B
	
Oblate body and Newtonian force	 TRAMAT
PF 1 ZSP	 contributions to PF 1 Z
'10
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SCR 290 II
A. N -BODY PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
PF2X	 Partial derivative of the Y acceleration
component with respect to XC
PF2XjbB	 Oblate body and Newtonian force
PF 2XS P	 contributions to PF 2X
PF2Y	 Partial derivative of the Y acceleration
component with respect to YC
PF2Y95B
	
Oblate body and Newtonian force
PF2YSP	 contributions tc.
 PF2Y
PF2Z	 Partial derivative of the Y acceleration
component with respect to ZC
PF2Zj6B
	 Oblate body and Newtonian force
PF2ZSP	 contributions to PF2Z
PF3X	 Partial derivative of the Z acceleration
comp^•aent with respect to XC
PF3XOB
	
Oblai,e body arid Newtonian force
PF3XSP	 contributions to PF3X
PF3Y	 Partial derivative of the Z acceleration
component with respect to YC
PF3YjbB	 Oblate bode and Newtonian force













PF3Z	 Partial derivative of the Z acceleration
comportent with respect to ZC
1-F3 ZOB
	 Oblate body and Newtonian force
PF3ZSP	 !,-ontributions to PF3Z
PHI
	
Angle between R and orbital line of nodes






UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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A. N -BODY PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE DEFINITION
P112(I) 1---1,6	 Second row of the transition
matrix
PH3(1) I-1, G	 Third row of the transition
matrix
P114(I) I-1, G	 Fourth row of the transition
matrix
PH5(I) I-1, G	 Fifth row of the transition
matrix
PH6(I) I=1, G	 Sixth row of the transition
matrix
PINT Input switch - signals program whether or
not to print number of integration steps
and maximum integration step size- :gee
Section III
P1 The const.Lnt 7r
PO (I) I=1, G	 Scratch pad variable
PPT1




PRINT I Integration step sizes -
PR1NT2 see Section III
PRINT 3
PRINT Instantaneous value of DELTS
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A. N-BODY PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
Q11
Q12	 Elements of the transformation matrix
Q21
	
from a two-dimensional, orbit:-referenced





Q	 Mathematical term in Newtonian acceleration
calculation
RAM	 Scratch pad variable
RA	 Scratch pad variable
RADD	 Planetary equatorial radius in kni
RAQ	 The ratio REQ(N1)/AUNM
REQ(I)	 1:4, 10	 Planetary equatorial radius
RKTME	 Time of last R-K calculation in integration
routine
RTld' .,((	 i =1, 2	 Planet.	 polar axis (Earth and
Jupiter. respectively)
R	 Instantaneous vehicle orbital radius measured
from dominant central body
RO	 Initial vehicle orbital radius
RFRAC	 The ratite RAC, jR
R11	 Planetary heiiocentric orbital radius squared












RSPHJ	 Radius, of Jupiter's 9nhere of influence
RUN	 Run identification number
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A. N-BPDY PROGRAM (continued)
crJBROUTINE




SET	 Sine of FTAV
SINET	 Sine of ETAP
SINPH	 Sine of PIII
SIP	 Sine of the inclination angle of Jupiter's
equator to the ecliptic
SIV	 Sine of YIV
SL16TSIX	 Maximum integration step size used (luring the










I-=1, 25	 Thrust maneuver time indicator table
Intermediate term in Newtonian acceleration
calculation
Intermediate term in Newtonian acceleration
calculation
Time corresponding to the Dist time the normal
print increment was changed
Temporary storage for TBASE
Jupiter passage time constant - equals the time
at which the program should re-establish PRINT:3
as the maximum integration step size after the
vehicle's closest approach to Jupiter
Floating point version of ICN4
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TEMPS	 Scratch pad variables
TEMP4
TEMP
TEMP31 Oblate body J 2
 contribution to PF1XOB TRAMAT
TEMP32 Oblate body J 2 contribution to PFI YOB TRAMAT
TEMP33 Oblate body J, contribution to PFIZOB TRAMAT
TEMP34 Oblate body J 2
 contribution to I)F2XOB TRAMAT
TEMP35 Oblate body J 9
 contribution to 1'F2YOB
r
TRAMAT
TEMP36 Oblate b(xly J,) contribution to J'F2Z0Br TRAMAT
TEMP37 Oblate body J ) contribution to PF3X03 'TRAMAT
TEMP38 Oblate body J 2 contribution to PF3YOB TRAMAT
TEMP39 Oblate body J 2 contrihution to PF' 3Z0B 7'itAMAT
TEMP4 1 Oblate bocky J., ^:- , ntrihution to I'FIXOB TRAMAT
TEMP42 Oblate both,, .X 	 contribution to PF11'OB TRAMAT
TEMP43 Oblate WON, J,3 contribution to PF1Zf5B TRAMAT
TEMP44 Oblate body J.3 contribution to 13 F2 r.OB TRA.AAT
TEMP45 Oblate booty J 	 contribution to PF2YV)B TRAMAT
TEMP46 Oblate body J 3 contribution to PF2ZOB TRAMAT
TEMP4? Oblate body J, 3 contribution to PF3Xj6B TRAMAT
TE MP48 Oblate body J.3 contribution to PF3YOB TRAMAT
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A. N-BODY 'PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE DEFINITION .APPEARANCE
TENIP49 Oblate body J 3 contribution to PF3ZJ6B TRAMAT
TEMP51 Oblate bodv J 4 contribution to PFIX95B TRAMAT
TEMP52 Oblate body J 4 contribution to PFIY16B TRAMAT
TE MP53 Oblate body J 4 contribution to PF 1 ZOB TRAMAT
TEMP54 Oblate body J4 contribution to PF2XOR TRAMAT
TEMP55 Oblate body J4 contribution to PF2YOB TRAMAT
TEMP56 Oblate body
 J I contribution io 'Dr9 ZOD 'T RANIAT
TEMP5 1 Oblate body J4 contribution to PF3Xf6B TRAMAT
TEMP58 Oblate body J 4 contribution to PF3YV5B TRAMAT
'TEMP59 Oblate body J 4 contribution to PF:3Z0B TRt%MAT
TEMPC Cosine of the planetary argument of PLANET
perihelion
TEMPS Sine of the planetary argumentof PLANET
perihelion
TEP Scratch pad variable DETERM
TEST Indicator used to specify two-body
trajectory - see Section III
THE Flight path angle in degrees
THET Flight path angle in radians
THRIND Number of thrust maneuvers
TIME Time measured from DATE
TM riniv from epoch to launch (CQMMJbN)
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A. N - BODY PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE DEFINITION
TMAX Maximum trajectory time
Tib(I) 1---1,6	 Scratch pad variable list
TOB(I) I-=1, 26	 Table specifying the times
at which observations are to
he taken
TTHR(I) I=1, 4	 Table specifying the times at
which thrust maneuvers are
to lx,, made
TRAMA Input switch to control transition matrix
calculation
TRAN Internal switch to control transition riiatrix
calculation
TRAPRN In, ut switch to control .' ran , ition matrix
print - sec.- Section 1H
T Trajectory time mc%-;^urcd from e poch
TWO PI 'l fi
V3 Velocity squared
VARBH Variable integration step size indicator
VA. Local horizontal velocity component
VEL Velocity
VR Radial velocity component
VX0 Initial X vonipont nt of vulmitY
Vki)01' First time deriv::tive of X velocity component
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X component of velocity
Orbit-referenced components
of planetary velocity
Printout X component of velocity
Initial Y component of velocity
First time derivative of Y velocity component
I=1, 2	 Planetary Y component of
velocity
Y component of velocity
Printout Y component of velocity
Initial Z component of velocity
First time derivative of Z velocity component
I=1, 2	 Planetary Z component of velocity
Z component of velocity
Printout Z velocity component
1 7-1,42	 Weighting factors used in inte-
gration error control process
Orbit-referenced component of planetary
position
Initial X position component
Printout X position component
X position component
Floating point version of 1CN4
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A. N-Bj6DY PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE.
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION 	 APPEARANCE
XIP	 Inclination angle of Jupiter's equator to the
ecliptic
XJ2(1)	 I=1, 2	 Second harmonic coefficient in	 (COMMON)
oblate body component
XJ3(I)	 I=1, 2	 Third harmonic coefficient in 	 (COMMON)
oblate body acceleration
XJ4(I) I=1, 2	 Fourth harmonic coefficient in (COMMON)
oblate body acceleration
XL16NG Vehicle inertial longitude
XL(I) 1=1, 10	 X direction cosines of vehicle-
planet line of sight
XMM Vehicle orbital mean motion
XMODE Input mock3 solectur switch - see Section III
XM(I) I=1, 10	 Y direction cosine of vehicle-
plLmet line of sight
XMTHD Integration scheme indicator - see Section III
XMU(I) 1--1,10	 Planetary gravitational constants (COMMON)
XN1 Input viilue for N1
XNMF'1 Conversion from nin to ft
XNN(I) 1-1, 10	 Planetary mean motion values (COMMON)
XNMKM Conversion factor from nm to kin
XN(I)
	
121, 10	 Z direction cosine of vehiclo-
planet line of sight
XNUP	 Vehicle longitude measured from ascending
node
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A. N -BjbDY PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
XR(I)	 I=1, 11	 Planetary X position component	 (COMMON)
YB	 Orbit-referenced component of planetary 	 PLANET
position_
YCO	 Initial Y component of position
YCC	 Printout Y position component
YC	 Y component of position 	 (C jbMM16N)
YIO	 Initial vehicle orbital inclination in degrees
YIC(I)	 I=1, 10	 Cosine of the planetary orbital 	 (C(bMMON)
inclination angles
YIP	 Vehicle orbital inclination
YIS(I)	 I=1, 10	 Sine of the planetary orbital	 (CoMMjbN)
Inclination angles
YIV	 Initial vehicle orbital ' w1inition in radians
YNN	 Floating point version : f NN 	 DETERM
YP(I)
	
I=1, 336	 First derivative table for inte-	 (COMMJ6N)
gration routines
YA(I)	 I=1,10	 Planetary Y component of 	 (CibMM16N)
position
Y(I)	 I-1, 336	 Variable table for inwgration 	 (CjbMMjbN)
routines
ZCO	 Initial Z position component
ZLr	 Printout Z position component
ZC	 Z position component
ZR(I)	 I=1,10	 Planetary Z position component	 (CiOMM16N)
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A. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM
VARIABLE
	 DEFINITION
A10	 Scratch pad variable
All	 First row of elements in transformation







Al	 Scratch pad variable	 MAIN, NUMER, AC C,,--, PHINTI
A1SQ	 Scr itch pad variable	 AC C E L, PHI NT 1
A21	 Second ron- of -lements in transformation
	 (COMMON)




A2	 Scratch pad variable	 MAIN, PHINTI, ACCEL
A31	 Third row of elements in t. ansforination.	 (COMM10I'1
A32	 matrix from Jupiter egt l,, torial frame	 (COMMON)
A33	 to ecliptic frame	 (COMM16N)
A3	 MAIN, AC C E L, F HINT 1
A4	 MAIN, ACC  L, PHINTI
A5	 MAIN, PRINT 1
A6	 Scratch pad variables	 MAIN, ACC  L, PRINT 1
A7	 MAIN, ACCE L
A8	 MAIN, AC C E L
A9
	 MAIN, AC C E L







Statistical mean of errors in knc- ►wledge
of initial position and velocity com-
ponents
A(I,J)	 I=1, 6
J-1, 6	 Scratch pad matrix 	 DFTERM
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM ((,,)i,'inued)
VARTABLE	 DEFINITION
AKI(I , J, K)	 I=1, 6	 C 7mpos ite table of all
J= 1, 2	 weighting function matriers
K=l, 100
AK(I , J)
	 I=1, 6	 Navigation weighting
J=1, 2	 function matrix
ALPHAM Measured right ascension of observed
vehicle-planet vector
"PHAT True right ascension of observed vehiele-
planet vector
ALPHJ'(1) I=1, 7	 X direction cosine of observed
planet
ALPHX2 The ratio (XC/R)2
ALPIIX The ratio YC/R
ALPPR Predicted right ascension of observed
planet
ANUM Scratch pad variable
ARG3	 Scratch pad variable
AUNM	 Conversion factor from AU to nm
B1




Oblate body J 2 contribution to the partial
derivative of the X acceleration with
respect to XC
B32	 Oblate body J2 contribution to the partial
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B33	 Oblate body J 2 contribution to the partial
derivative of the X acceleration with
respect to ZC
B34	 Oblate body J 2 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Y acceleration with
respect to XC
B35	 Oblate body J2 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Y acceleration with
respect to YC
B36	 Oblate body J 2 contribution to the partial




Oblate body J 2
 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Z acceleration with
respect to XC
B38	 Oblate body J2 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Z acceleration with
respect to YC
B39	 Oblate body J2 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Z acceleration with
respect to ZC
B3	 Scratch pad variablesB4
B51	 Oblate body J4 contribution to the partial
derivative of the X acceleration with
respect to XC
B52	 Oblate body J4 contribution to the partial



























B. LINEAR, OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
B53	 Oblate body J4 contribution to the partial
derivative of the X acceleration with
respect to ZC
B54	 Oblate body J4 contribution '3i the partial
derivative of the Y acceleration with
respect to XC
B55	 Oblate body J4 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Y acceleration with
respect to YC
B56	 Oblate body J4 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Y acceleration with
respect to ZC
B57	 Oblate body J4 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Z acceleration with
respect XC
B58	 Oblate body J4 contribution to the partial
derivative of the Z acceleration , -ith
respect to YC
B59	 Oblate body J4 contribution to the partial





J=1, 5	 Scratch pad matrix
BETAJ(I)	 I=1, 7	 Y direction cosine of the
observed planet
BETAY2	 The ratio (YC/R)2







I=1, 5	 Temporary input table
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
CIP	 Cosine of the inclination angle between




Conversion factor from km to A t1
CMSAUD	 Conversion factor from m/s -to A U ;/day
CN10	 The number of completed integration steps
since TIME=TBASE plus one
COM	 Cosine of XPOM
CjbRR(I)	 I=1, G	 Navigated state vector corrections
CRPP(I)	 I=1,10	 Planetary mean longitude of
perihelion




Data print option switch
DATE	 Julian date at TIME=O.
DLL	The det--rminant of the calling matrix








Measurement error in the right ascension
of the vehicle-observed planet vector
DE LAL	 DE LALF converted to are sec
DE LDE L	 Measurement error in declination of the
observed ^,ehicle-•planet vector
DELD	 DELDEL converted to arc sec
ITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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Predicted declination of the observed planet
based on navigated vehicle position
Measured declination of the observed
-vehicle-planet vector
True declination of the observed vehicle-
planet vector
Integration step size for transition matrix
Temporary storage for the variable DELTS
Integration step size for state variables
Error in knowledge of initial velocity
Error ir. knowledge of initial position
I=1, 6	 Inertial components
I=1, 6	 of planet-to-vehicle
I=l •	 vector
Scratch pad variable
Determinant of intermediate matrix
in weighting function calculation
Distance between vehicle and Jupiter
I=1, 80	 Intermediate input table
I=1, 7






























B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
El
	 Weighted estimate of actual integration
error per variable
E2	 Weighted estimate of percentage, integra-
tion error per variable
EE (I)
	 I=1,10	 Planetary orbit eccentricity
E PS (I)
	 I=1,10	 Planetary mean longitude at
epoch
FVX




	 Error in navigated estimate of position
EZ
FUN(I)	 I=1, 6	 Intermediate step in
acceleration calculation
GAMJ(I)
	 A 1irection cosine of observed planet




J=1, 6	 Geometry matrix
Hob	 Current integration step sizr
H	 Intermediate integration step size
variable
I 1	 Integration counter -number of
integrations
IALFA	 Integration counter -number of times
through R-K
IBETA
	 Integration counters -insures four R K





















B. LINEAR JbPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
ICN10	 Counter used to tabulate number of
integration steps performed
ICN1	 Integration counter-used to update J
	
(COMMJbN)
index in referencing last complete inte-
Aed data point
ICN2	 xcegration counters to insure that enough
	 (Cj6MM{bN)
ICN3	 points are available to allow doubling the
step size
ICN4	 integer number of integration steps
since: TIME=THASE
IGAM	 Integration switch-signals predictor or
	 (COMMJbN)





	 Integration switch-indicates Vaen
	 (CfbMMON)
doubling the step size is possible
IPLAN	 The number of celestial bodies (other
	 (ClbMMON)
than the center of coordinates) to be
included in the navigation force model
IP	 General index variable
	 PLANET, ACCEL, PHINT1.
PHINT2, SETINT, INTEG,
UPDAT
I	 Index referencing particular measure-
	 (CjbMMjbN)
ment time
IRUN	 Case number for printout purposes
	 ZPRIN
ISWT10	 Switch set in PHINTI to control transition (COMMlbN)
matrix integration in PHINT 2
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B. IINEAR 16PTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
ISWT1	 Integration switch-indicates R-K or
Adams 4-point scheme
ISWT2	 Integration switch-indicates input
choice of R K or Adams 4-point
ISWT3	 Integration switch-indicates input
choice of constant or variable step size
ISWT5	 Switches used in rectification logic







ISW 7	 Switch to signal when rectification has
occurred
IWC	 Number of data words on one input card
IZ
JI




J	 Special index used to indicate first









K1	 Scratch pad variable-indicates the row of
the largest element in the A(I, J) matrix
K2	 Scratch pad variable •- indicates the column
of the largest element in the A(I. J) matrix
K3	 General index variable
KASE	 Index referencing a particular trajectory
KK(I)
	 1=1, 7	 Set of planet index codes in
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B. LINEAR 6PTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
KL	 Index referencing the location of an input
variable in. the DUMMY(I) list
KMAX	 Maximum, number of trajectories to be
generated in one run
KON
	 Number of integration steps between
measurement times
K	 Index referencing a particular integrated
variable
Ll	 General index variable
LABEL(M)	 M=1,10 List of planet names for
printout purposes
LL	 General index variable
LOC	 Location in the DUMMY(I) table of the
first data word on an input card
L	 General index variable
Ml	 General index variable
Nl	 Planet index code representing the
dominant central force field
N1T (I ► 	 I=1,100 Table of planet index codes
indicating the truth reference
body at a given measurement
time
N2
N3	 Planet index codes representing the celestial
N4	 bodies (other than the dominant one) to be
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE DEFINITION i APPEARANCE
NMAX Maximum number of measurement times (COMMON)
NN Scratch pad variable DETERM, UPDAT
NPRINT Print switch-signals when a time (CIOMMON)
multiple of DE LTS has been reached
NP General index variable UPDAT
NPT Integration counter-controls setting UPDAT
of -, PRINT
N Special index-indicates ,
 i ast location (COMMON)
of each variable in
	 tables
NU Maximum number of 1=
	 .ised in the (COMMON)
integration tables (= b ri tae number of
integrated variables)
OMMC(I) I=1,10
	 Cosine of the planetary argument (C(bMMON)
of nodes
OMM(I ? I=1,10	 Planetary argument of nodes (C MM N)
16MMS (I) I=1,10	 Sine of the planetary argument (COMMON)
of nodes
PB Planetary semi-latus rectum PLANET
PFIXSP
PFIYSP
PFIZSP Spherical force field contribution to the
PF2XSP partial derivatives of the acceleration	 PHINTI
PF2YSP components with respect to the inertial






I=1, 6	 Matrix of the derivatives of the 	 (COMMON)
J=1, 6	 transition matrix elements
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B. LINEAR JOPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
PHIMAT(I, J)	 I=1 9 6	 (C16MMON)
J=1, 6	 Transition matrix
PHTME Intermediate transition matrix integration
step FAze - used when rectification occurs
beti,•ireen integral multiples of DELTPH
PI	 Mathematical constant r	 MAW. AC %14Y
Poo	 DETER_1
PPT1	 I= 1, 6 Scratch pad 'variable	 UPDAT
PPT2	 Scratch pad variables	 UPDAT
PPT	 UPDAT
P(I, J)	 I=1, 6
J=1, 6	 Covariance matrix
PXI(I)	 Inertial position of
PYI(I)
	
I=1,100 t'ne observed planet at
PZI(I)	 i	 a given measurement time
Q11
Q12	 Elements of the transformation matrix
Q21
	
from a two-dimensional orbit-referenced 	 PLANET
Q22	 axis frame to the inertial three-dimensional
Q31	 ecliptic frame
Q32
Q	 Intermediate variable in acceleration	 ACCEL
calculation
R3	 R3	 ACCEL, PHINT1
RDET	 Scratch pad variable
REQ (I)	 I=1,10 Planetary equatorial radii 	 (C0MMjftN, )
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
RFRAC
	 The ratio REQ(N1)/(R * AUNM)






RR	 Planetary heliocentric orbital radius	 PLANET
squared
R	 Distance from vehicle to the dominant 	 (COMMON)
central body
RSPHJ
	 Radius of the sphere of influence of
Jupiter
RUN	 Rutz ,.:.,,aL ,ii<ication number
SECRAD	 Cor-,. ;axon factor from arc sec to radians
SIGMA(I)
	 I=1, 6	 Standard deviation of the errors
in knowledge of the initial
Position and velocity components
also navigation system estimates of
the same in metric units
SIGMU(I)	 I=1, 6	 SIGMA(I ) converted to internal units
SIGPO	 Standard deviation of error in p measurement
in arc sec
SIGPQO	 Correlation factor between p and q measure-
ments it are sec
SIGPQ	 SIurPQO converted to xa.dians
SIGP	 SIGPO converted to radians
ST TQO	 Standard deviation of error in q measurement
in arc sec
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
SIGQPO	 Correlation factor between q and p measure-
menO in arc sec
SIGQP	 diGQPO converted to radians
SIGQ	 S,IGQO converted to radians
SIGVX Standard deviation of navigated
SIGVY velocity components and second	 NUMER
SIGVZ )moment  about zero for same data
SIGX Standard deviation of navigated
SIGY position components and second moment
	 NUMER
SIGZ about zero for same data
SIP	 Sine of the inclinatio. of Jupiter's
equatorial plane with respect `o its
orbital plane
SOM	 Sine of XPOM
STDA10	 Standard deviation of the applied measure-
ment errors in right ascension of the
vehicle-observed planet vector in arc
sec (coordinate center = Jupiter)
STDA20	 Standard deviation of the applied measure-
ment errors in right ascension of the vehicle-
observed planet vector in arc sec (coordinate
center = Sun)
STDA2	 STDA20 converted to radians
STDD10	 Standard deviation of the applied measure-
ment errors in declination of the vehicle-




STDD10 converted to radians
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
STDD20	 Standard deviation of the applied errors in
declination of the vehicle-observed planet
vector in arc sec (coordinate center = Sun)
STDD2	 STDD20 converted to radians
SUBROUTINE
APPEARANCE
STDDA Current standard deviatio n of the measure-
ment error in right as ce.i,, , a of the
observed planet
STDDD Current standard deviation of the measure-
ment error in declination of the observed
planet
SUMVX2(I) I=11, 100	 Sum of the square of the NUMER
navigated errors in VX at
any given measurement time
SUMVX(I) I=1,100	 Sum of the navigated errors in NUMER
VX at any given measurement
time
SUMVY2(I) I=1,100	 Suns of the square of navigated NUMER
errors in VY at any given
measurement time
SUMVY(I) I=1,100	 Sum of the navigated errors in NUMER
VV at any given measurement
time
SUMVZ2(I) I=1,100	 Sum of the square of navigated NUMER
errors in VZ at any given measure-
ment time
SUMV Z (I) I=1,100	 Sum of the navigated errors In NUMER
V Z at any given measurement
time
UNITED  Al RCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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	 I=1,100 Sum of the square of the
navi gated . errors in XC at
any given measurement time
SUMX(I)
	 I=1,100 Sum of the navigated errors
in XC at any given measure -
ment time
SUMY2(I)
	 I=1,100 Sum of the square of the
navigated errors in YC at
any given measurement time
SUMY(I)	 I=1,100 Sum of the navigated errors
in YC at any given measure-
ment time
SUMZ2(I)
	 I=1,100 Sum of the square of the
navigated errors in ZC at any
given measurement time
SUMZ(I)	 I=1,100 Sum of the navigated errors








Initial time measured from DATE
I=1,100 Input table of measurement
times
Temporary storage for TBASF.






TEMP1(I, J)	 I=1, 6
J=1, 6	 Scratch pad matrix
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	 Scratch pad variable
	 PLANET
TEMP2(I , J)	 I=1, 6
J=1, 6	 Scratch pad matrix
TEMP2	 Scratch pad variable
TEMPC
	 Cosine of the planetary argument of
perihelion
TEMP	 Scratch pad variable
TEMPS
	 Sine of the planetary argument of
perihelion
TEP	 Scratch pad variable
TIME	 Trajectory time measured from DATE
TM1	 Number of days from epoch to DATE
THE	 Time measured from epoch
T0(I)	 I=1, 6	 Scratch pad variable
1'(I)	 I=1,100 Table of measurement times
TTIME	 Time between navigation measurements
TWOPI
	 2 r
VARBH	 Integration switch-specifies constant












VX0	 Initial X component of velocity
VXB	 Intermediate variable; orbit-referenced
	 PLANET
X component of planetary velocity
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
VXC 1	 Navigated value of VXC before updating











Navigated value of VXC after updating
at a measurement time
X component of vehicle velocity
X component of vehicle acceleration
Statistical mean of navigated errors
in VXC
Inertial X component of Jupiter's velocity
	 (COMMON)
VX(I)
	 I=1,100 Stored value of the true X
component of vehicle velocity
at any jven measurement time
VXT1	 True vehicle X velocity component at any
given measurement time
VYO	 Initial Y component of vehicle velocity
VYB	 Intermediate variable; orbit-referenced
	 PLANET
component of Jupiter's velocity
VYC1	 Navigated value of VYC before updating
at a measurement time
VYC2	 Navigated value of VYC after updating
at a measurement time
VYC	 Inertial Y component of vehicle velocity 	 (COMMON)
VYDOT	 Y component of vehicle acceleration
	 (COMMON)
VYMEAN	 Statistic,,A mean of navigated errors
	 NUMER
in VYC
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B. LINEAR .6PTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
VY(I) I=1,100	 Stored value of the true Y
component of vehicle velocity
at any given measurement time
VYT1 True vehicle Y velocity component at any
given measurement time
V ZO Initial Z component of vehicle velocity
VZC 1 Navigated value of VZC before updating
at a measurement time
VZC2 Navigated value of VZC after updating
at a measurement time
VZC Z component of vehicle velocity (CibMMON)
VZDJbT Z component of vehicle acceleration (C95MM16N)
VZMEAN Statistical mean in navigated
errors in VZC NUMER
V ZR Inertial Z component of Jupiter's
velocity (CQ$MMON)
VZ(I) I=19100	 Stored value of the true Z
component of vehicle velocity
at any given measurement time
VZT1 True vehicle velocity component at any
given measurement time
W(I) I=1, 6	 Integration error weighting
factors (COMMfbN)
XO	 Initial X vehicle position
XB	 Intermediate variable; orbit-referenced.
X component of planetary position	 PLANET
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (contir. A)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
XC1	 Navigated value of XC before updating
at a measurement time
XC2	 Navigated value of XC after updating
at a measurement time
XC	 X component of vehicle position
XIPLAN	 Floating point version of IPLAN
XIP	 Inclination of Jupiter's equator
with respect to its orbital plane
XJ2	 Second zonal harmonic coefficient of
Jupiter's gravitational field




The number of integration steps
between any two measurement times
XKON	 The number of integration steps







XK(1 9 J)	 1--192
J=1, 2	 Scratch pad matrix




J=1 0 2	 Scratch pad matrix
XMEAN
	
The statistical mean of the navigated
error in XC at any measurement time NUMER
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XMNA10	 Mean value of the measurement error in
right ascension of the observed planet
(Sun's frame) in arc sec
XMNA1	 XMNA10 converted to radians
XMNA20	 Mean value of the measurement error in
right ascension of the observed planet
(Jupiter's frame) in are sec
XMNA2	 XMNA20 converted to radians
XMND10 Mean value of the measurement error in
declination of the observed planet (Sun's
frame) in arc sec
XMNDl	 XMND10 converted to radians
XMND20	 Mean value of the measurement error in
declination of the observed planet
(Jupiter's frame) in are sec
XMND2	 XMND20 converted to radians
XMNDA	 Current mean of the measurement error in
right ascension of the observed planet
XMNDD	 Current mean of the measurement error in
the declination angle of the observed planet
XMTHD	 Integration sw_;tch-specifies R-K or Adams
4-point method
XMU(1)	 I=1910	 Planetary gravitational
constants
XN1	 Planet index code representing initial
center of coordinates
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
XNN(I) I=1910	 Planetary mean motion
XNUM Total number of trajectories
Total number of navigated trajectories
XPOM Angle measured in Jupiter's orbital plane
between the intersection of Jupiter's
equatorial and orbit planes and the inter-
section of Jupiter's equatorial and the
ecliptic plane
XR(I) I=1110	 X component of planetary
position
XSUB1	 A uniformly distributed random number
(-1. < XSUB1 < 1.) associated with
measurement : 3rrors in right ascension
XSUB2	 A uniformly distributed random number
(-1. < XSUB2 < 1.) associated with
measurement errors in declination
XSUB3	 A uniformly distributed random
number (-1. < XSUB3 < 1.)
associated with errors in knowledge
of the initial X position component
XSUB4	 A uniformly distributed random number
(-1. < XSUB4 < 1.) associated with
errors in knowledge of the initial Y
position component
XSUB5	 A uniformly distributed random number
(-1. < XSUB5 < 1.) associated with
errors in knowledge of the initial Z
position component
XSUB6	 A uniformly distributed random number
(-1. < XSUB6 < 1.) associated with
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued;
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
XSUB7	 A uniformly distributed random number
(-1. < XSUB7 < 1.) associated with
errors in knowledge of the initial Y
velocity component
"SUB8	 A uniformly distributed random number
(-1. < XSUB8 < 1.) associated with
errors in knowledge of the initial Z
velocity component
XT1	 True X position of the vehicle at any
measurement time (printout)
XT(I)	 I=19100	 True X position of the
vehicle at any measure-
ment time
YO	 Initial Y component of vehicle position
YB	 Intermediate variable; orbit-referenced
Y component of planetary position
YC1	 Navigated value of YC before updating
at a measurement time
YC2	 iavigated value of YC after updating
at a measurement time
YC	 Y component of vehicle position







YIS(I)	 I=1110	 Sine of planetary
inclination angle
YMEAN	 The statistical mean of the navigated
error in YC at any measurement time
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B. LINEAR OPTIMUM FILTER PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
YP(I)	 I=19 48	 Integration table containing
first derivatives
YR(I)	 I=1110	 Y component of planetary
position
Y(i)	 1=1,48	 Integration table containing
the integrated variables
YT1	 True Y position of the vehicle at any
measurement time (printout)
YT(I)	 I=10100	 True Y position of the vehicle
at any measurement time
Z 0	 Initial Z component of vehicle position







Z C2	 Navigated value of Z C after updating w,,
a measurement time
ZCR2	 The ratio (ZC/R)2
Z C
	
Z component of vehicle position
ZMEAN	 The statistical mean of the navigated
error in ZC at any measurement time
ZR(I)	 I=1110	 Z component of planetary
position
ZT1	 True Z position of the vehicle at
any measurement time (printout)
ZT(I)	 I=1,100	 True Z position of the vehicle
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	 I=1, 3 Transformation matrix from
J=1 9





A2	 Scratch pad variables	 T IO
A3	 I	 TTO




AAZ Statistical mean of errors inkn(m,ledge of initial positionAVX
AVY and velocity components
AVZ
ALFAO	 True inertial right ascension of the
observed planet
ALFPR	 Predicted right ascensica of the vehicle-
observed planet vector
ARDOT
	 RDOT in m/s




AYSP	 Newtonian force contributions to the total 	 (COMMJbN)gravitational acceleration componentsZSP 
B(I , J)	 I=1, 3 Transformation matrix from the
	 (CIOMMfbN)
J=1 9
 3 inertial frame to the orbital frame
BINCPR
	 Inclination of Jupiter's equatorial plane
with respect to the ecliptic
C(Iy J)	 I=1, 3 Transformation matrix from the
	 (CfbMMfbN)
J=1 9 3 pertinent inertial frame to an
intermediate Cartesian, R-6-0
oriented axis system
G,alLF 1	 Scratch pad variablesCDEL f
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VARIABLE DEFIWTION
CKMAU Conversion factor from km to AU
C MSAUD Conversion  factor from m/s to AU /day
CbSI
COSO	 ( Scratch pad variables
CPS2
	 l
CPSI Cosine of the crossrange angle
CRPP(I)
i
I=1,10	 Planetary mean longitude
of perihelion
D(I) 1--1,7	 Planetary distances from
vehicle
DALFPR Difference between measured and predicted











DALF	 DELALF in arc sec
DATAPR	 Optional print switch - see Section III
DATE	 Julian date at TIME = 0.
DDELPR	 Difference between measured and predicted
declination of the vehicle-observed planet
vector
DDE L	 DE LDE L in arc sec
DEGRAD	 Conversion factor from degrees to radians
DEGSEC
	
Conversion factor from degrees
DE LALF	 Measurement error in right ascension of the
vehicle-observed planet vector
DE LDE L	 Measurement error in declination of the vehicle-
observed planet vector
DELI	 Distance from each of the celestial.bodies from
the center of coordinates
TRUINT
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	 Predicted declination of the vehicle-observed
planet vector
DELPSI





True inertial declination of the observed
planet
DE LTAX Errors in knowledge of initial positionD E LTAY 
DELTAZ	 in AU
DELTHE Estimated error in downrange position	 FILTER
DE LTS Integration step size for state variables
DELTS1 Temporary storage for the variable DELTS
DE LTX Statistical mean of errors in
DELTY • knowledge of initial position
DE LT'Z	 i in km
DELVXI Statistical mean of errors in knowledgeDELVYI
of initial velocity in m/sDE LVZ 1
J
DE LVXO DE LVX1 converted to AU/day
DE LVYO DE LVY1 converted to AU/day
DE LVZ 0	 D7"7 LVZ 1 converted to AU/day
DE LX Best estimate of errors in knowledgeDE LY
of initial position in AUDELZ
DELXPR) Intermediate variables used in the
DELYPR calculation of the measurement quantities\
D E LZ PR i DE LTHE AND DELPSI
DELXX Initial X. Y and Z position errors trans-
DELYY formed from the inertial to the orbital
D E LZ Z frame
DEN	 Scratch pad variable
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE
	 DEFINITION
DEPSI	 Best estimate of initial error in crossrange
position
DETHE	 Best estimate of initial error in downrange
position
DEX	 Best estimate of errors in knowledge ofDE Y	 initial position in kmDEZ
DMDTC	 Intermediate variable used in the integration
of vehicle momentum
DPPR	 Crossrange filter measurement result
DPSI	 DE LPSI converted to degrees
DT	 Integration step size
DT02	 The ratio (DT/2)







	 The ratio (DT/6)
DTPR	 Downrange filter measurement result
	 (COMMON)





Intermediate input table 	 (COMMON)
EE(I)	 I=1,10	 Planetary orbit eccentriciti	 (COMMON)
EM Momentum of vehicle
EPS(I) I=1,10	 Planetary mean longitude at epoch (COMMON)
EPSI Navigated error in PSI at the end of a measurement (COMMON)
time
ER Navigated error in R at the end of a measurement (COMMON)
time
ETHE Navigated error in THETA at the end of a measure- (COMMON)
ment time
AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)	 SCR 290 II
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
ERRI(1)	 Navigated error in YI(1) at the end of a	 (COMMON)
measurement time
ERRI(2)	 Navigated error, in YI(2) at the end of a 	 (COMMON)
measurement time
ERRI(3)	 Navigated error in YI(3) at the end of a 	 (COMMON)
measurement time
ERRIDT (1)	 Navigated error in YIDT (1) at the end of a 	 (COMMON)
measurement time
ERRIDT(2)	 Navigated error in YIDT(2) at the end of a	 (COMA/,'ON)
measurement time
ERRIDT (3)	 Navigated error in YIDT (3) at the end of a 	 (COMMON)
measurement time
E VPSI	 Navigated error in PSIDOT at the end of a	 (COMMON)
measurement time
E VR	 Navigated error in RDOT at the end of a	 (COMMON)
measurement time
E VTHE	 Navigated error in THEDOT at the end of a 	 (COMMON)
measurement time
FKO(I)	 'I=1, 3	 Intermediate variables used
FK1(I)	 1--1,3	 in Runge-Kutta integration
FK2(1)	 1--1,3	 of truth state equations
FM0(I)1	I=1, 3	 Intermediate variables used
FMI(I)	 I=1, 3	 in Runge-Kutta integration
FM2(I)	 I=1, 3	 of truth state equations
FM3(I)	 I=1, 3
FQ(I)	 I=1, 7	 Intermediate variables used in	 TRUINT
the Newtonian acceleration
calculation
I	 General index variable 	 RECTIF
IMAX	 Maximum number of spherical force fields 	 (COMMON)
to be considered it navigation force model
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IND	 Unused variable	 (COMMON)
INO	 Absolute value of No
IP	 General index variable	 (COMMON)
IPP(I)
	
I=1,100	 Table of planet index codes
indicating the truth reference
body at a given measurement time
ISWT	 Code used to indicate the time at which a new
	
(COMMON)
orbit reference frame has been defined
ITM	 The number of integer multiples of DT which
have occurred since TIME=TBASE
J	 General index variable
	 MAIN, DPRINT,
RECTIF
JJ	 General index variable	 TRUINT
K
K1	 General index variables
	 DPRINT
K2
KK(I)	 I=1, 7	 Set of planet index codes 	 (COMMON)
in use at any given time
L	 General index variable
	 PLANET
Ll	 Switch specifying whether estimates of
initial position error have been input in
spherical coordinate downrange and cross-
range components or equivalent Cartesian
components
LABEL(I)	 I-1,10	 List of planet names for printout
purposes
LL	 General index variable	 PLANET
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LQJC	 The location in the DUMMY table of the first
data word on an input card
LP	 Index referencing a particular trajectory	 (COMMON)
in a given run
M	 General index variable 	 DPRINT, PLANET,
TRUINT
MTIME	 Index referencing a particular measurement	 (COMMON)
time in a trajectory
N	 General index variable 	 DPRINT
N1	 Planet index code of dominant central 	 RECTIF, TIS,
body	 PLANET, TRUINT
N2
N3	 Planet index codes for celestial bodies other 	 TRUINT, RECTIFN4	 than the dominant one to be considered in theN5	
equations of motionN6
N?J
NMAX	 Number of navigation measurements to be made
during any (.;ae trajectory
NO	 Variable indicating the number of data words on
an input card
OMEGA	 Orbital argument of nodes
	 T IO
OMEGAS	 Instantaneous orbital angular velocity 	 (COMMON)
QIMEPR The angle measured in Jupiter's orbital plane
between Jupiter's equatorial line of nodes and
its orbital line of nodes
QIMM(I)	 I--1,10	 Planetary argument of nodes 	 (COMMON)
Q1wic (I)	 I=1,10	 Cosine of the planetary argument 	 (COMMON)
of nodes
OMMS(I)	 I--1,10	 Sine of the planetary argument	 (COMMON)
of nodes
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C . INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
ONE 6	 The ratio (1. /6. )
PB	 Planetary semi-la.tus rectum	 PLANET
PPRKO 1
PPRK1	 Intermediate variables used in Runge-
	 FILTER
PPRK2	 Kutta integration of DPPR
PPRK3
PSDT	 PSIDOT converted to degrees
PSI	 Crossrange angle,	 (COMMON)
PSIDEG	 PSI converted to deg
PSIDOT	 First time derivative of PSI
	 (COMMON)
PSIKO
PSIK1	 Intermediate variables used in Ri.nge-Kutta
PSIK2	 integration of the crossrange angle PSI
PSIK3
PSITRU(I)	 I=19 100	 True value of PSI at any
given measurement time
PSMEAN	 Statistical mean of the navigated error in
	 NUMERI
PSI at any measurement time
PSVMN	 Statistical mean of the navigated error in
	 NUMERI
PSIDOT at any meal xement time




Q12 Elements of transformation matrix from a
Q21 two-dimensional orbit-referenced frame
Q22 to the inertial three-dimensional ecliptic
Q31 frame
Q32
R	 Distance from vehicle to dominant central body
	 (COMMON)
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C.	 INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE DEFINITION APPEARANCE
RAUD R converted to km
RDOT First time derivative of R (COMMON)
REQ(I) I=1,10	 Planetary equatorial radii (COMMON)
RMEAN Statistical mean of the navigated error in R NUMERI
at any measurement time
RR The planetary heliocentric orbital radius PLANET
RSPHJ Radius of the sphere of influence of Jupiter
RTRU(I) I=1,100	 The true value of R at any given
measurement time
RUN Run identification number
RVMN The statisticAl mean of the navigated error in NUMERI
RDOT at any' measurement time





SECRAD Conversion factor from arc sec to radians
SGPSV
	
Standard deviation of the errors in the navigated '! NUMERI
SGRV	 spherical coordinate derivatives (PSIDOT, RDOT,
SGTHV	 THEDOT) and the second moment about zero for
• the same data
SIGPSI	 'Standard deviation of the errors in the navigated	 NUMERI
SIGR	 spherical coordinates (PSI, R, THETA) and the
SIGTHE	 second moment about zero for the same data
SIGMU (I) 	I=1, 6
	
Standard deviation of the errors
in knowledge of initial position
and velocity
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIG,sTION PROGRAM (continued) 	 SCR 290 11
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
SIGVX	 Standard deviation of the errors in the navigated	 NUMERI
SIGVY	 Cartesian velocity components (YIDT(n) and the
SIGVZ	 second moment about zero for the same data
SIGX	 Standard deviation of the errors in the navigated	 NUMERI
SIGY	 position components (YI(I)) and the second
SIGZ	 moment about zero for the same data
SINI	 l Scratch pad variables 	 INTSPH, TIS, TIQ1SINQ1	 1
SMPSV2(I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated 	 NUMERI
errors in PSIDQIT at any given
measurement time
SMRV2(I)	 I__1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated 	 NUMERI
errors in RDQ1T at any given
measurement time
SMTHV2(I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated 	 NUMERI
errors in THEDQIT at any given
measurement time
SPSI	 Sine of the crossrange angle	 INTSPH, TIS
STDA10	 Standard deviation of the applied measurement
errors in right ascension of the vehicle-observed
planet vector in arc sec (coordinate center
Jupiter)
STDA1	 STDA10 converted to radians
STDA20	 Standard deviation of the applied measurement
errors in right ascension of the vehicle-observed
planet vector in arc sec (coordinate center = Sun)
STDA2	 STDA20 converted to radians
STDD10	 Standard deviation of the . pplied measurement
errors in decEnation of the vehicle-observed
planet vector in arc sec (coordinate center =
Jupiter)
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STDD1	 STDD10 converted to radians
STDD20	 Standard deviation of the applied errors in decli-
nation of the vehicle-observed planet vector in
are sec (coordinate center = Sun)
STDD2	 STDD20 converted to radians
STHE	 Sine of the downrange angle	 INTSPH, TIS
SUM1	 Intermediate variables used in the calculation 	 TRUINT




I=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated 	 NUMERI
errors in PSI at any given measure-
ment time
SUMPSI(I)
	 I=1,100	 Sum of the navigated errors in PSI 	 NUMERI
at any given measurement time
SUMPSV(I)	 I=1,100
	
Sum of the navigated errors in	 NUMERI
PSIDOT at any given measurement
time
SUMR(I)	 I= 1, 10 0	 Sum of the navigated errors in R at	 NUMERI





Sum of the square of the navigated	 NUMERI




I=11100	 Sum of the navigated errors in RDOT NUMERI
at any given measurement time
SUMTH2(I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated	 NUMERI
errors in THETA at any given
measurement time
SUMTHE(I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the navigated errors in THETA NUMERI
at any given measurement time
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Sum of the navigated errors in 	 NUMERI
THEDOT at any given measure-
ment time
SUMVX(I)	 I==10100	 Sum of the navigated errors in 	 NUMERI
YIDT (1) at any given measure-
i.lent time
SUMVX2(I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated 	 NUMERI
errors in YIDT(1) at any given
measurement time
SUMVY(n	 I=19100	 Sum of the navigated errors in 	 NUMERI
YID: (2) at any given measure-
ment time
SUMVY2(l)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated 	 NUMERI
errors in YIDT (2) at any given
measurement time
SUMVZ (I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the navigated errors in	 NUMERI
YIDT(3) at any given measure-
ment time
SUM Z2(I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated	 NUMERI
errors in YIDT(3) at any given
measurement time
SUMX(I)	 I=1, 100	 Sum of the navigated errors in	 NUMERI
YI(1) at any given measurement
time
SUW(2(I)	 I=1, 100	 Sum of the square of the navigated	 NUMERI
errors in YI(1) at any given measure-
ment time
SUMY(I)	 I=1,100	 Seim of the navigated errors in YI(2) 	 NUMERI
at any given measurement time
SUMY2(I)	 1=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navigated	 NUMERI
errors in YI(2) at any given
measurement time
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued) 	 SCR 290 11
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
SUMZ (I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the navigated errors in





SUMZ2(I)	 I=1,100	 Sum of the square of the navi-	 NUMERI
gated errors in YI(3) at any
given measurement time
T(I)	 1=1, 100	 Table specifying the time at which
navigation measurements should
be made
TO	 Initial time measured from DATE
T1	 Intermediate variables used in the calcu-
	 TRUINT
T2	 lation of the vehicle acceleration com-
ponents
TABLE(I)
	 I=1,100 Table of planet index codes signifying
which planet is being observed in
a particular navigation measurement
TAUT	 ISN filter time constants	 FILTERTAU2	 J
TBASE	 Time at which integration step size was
last changed











TEST	 Indicator used to specify a two-body
	 TRUINT, TLS
case - see Section III
THEDfbT
	 First time derivative of THETA
	 (CON)
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THEK1	 Intermediate variables used in the
THEK2	 Runge-Kutta integration of the
THEK3	 downrange angle THETA
THETA	 Downrange angle	 (COMMON)
THETRU(I)	 I=1,100	 The true value of THETA at any
given measurement time
THMEAN	 Statistical mean of navigated error ; in THETA	 NUMERI
at any measurement time
THT	 THETA converted to ee-grees
THTDOT	 THEDOT convertr .a to degrees
THVMN	 Statistical mean of navigated errors in THEDOT	 NUMER 1







TIME	 Trajectory time r-ieasured from DATE
TM	 Temporary value of EM
TM1	 Number of days from epoch to DATE
THE Time measured from epoch
TP Temporary value of PSI
TPPR Temporary value of DPPRe
TPRKO
TPRK1.	 Intermediate variables used in the Runge-
TPRK2	 Kutta integration of DTPR
TPRK3
FILTER
TR	 Temporary value of R
TRUDT(I, J)	 I=1, 3	 Stored values of the vehicle's true
J= 1,100	 Cartesian velocity components at
any given measurement time
I
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
TRUE (I, J)
	 I=1, 3	 Stored values of the vehicle's true
J=1,100	 Cartesian position components at
any given measurement time
TTHE	 Temporary values of THETA
TTIME	 Time between navigation measurements
TTPR	 Temporary value of DTPR
TVP	 Temporary value of PSIDOT
TVR	 Temporary value of RDOT






Temporary values of YI(I)
I= 1, 3
TYIDT(I)	 I=1, 3	 Temporary values of YIDT(I)
1--1,3
VPKO
VPK1 Intermediate variables used in the Runge-Kutta
VPK2 integration of PSIDOT
VPK3
VPSTRU(I) I=1,100	 The true value of PSIDOT at any
given measurement time
VRKO
VRK1 Intermediate variables used in the Runge-Kutta
VRK2 integration of RDOT
VRK:i
VTHTRU(I) I=1,100	 True value of THEDOT at any given
measurement time
VTKO
VTK1	 Intermediate variables used in the Runge-Kutta
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
-1 1 3	 Intermediate variables used in calcu- RECTIF




Initial X, Y and Z components of velocity in
AU/day
Intermediate variables; orbit-referenced X and
Y components of Jupiter's velocity
Inertial Cartesian components of vehicle
acceleration
Statistical mean of navigated errors in YIDT(1)
at any measurement time
Statistical mean of navigated errors in YIDT (2d)
at any measuremen&L time
Statistical mean of navigated errors in YIDT (3)
at any mea^:urement time
Intermediate variables used in calculating
inertial velocity components
Inertial X, Y and Z components of Jupiter's
velocity
Initial true vehicle Cartesian velocity
components in m/s




























xM	 1--1,250	 Intermediate values of DUMMY
	 DPRINT
variables for the purpose of
printing out the input
XO
	 Initial X vehicle position in AU
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
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C . INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (cony, .- i, .1)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANLE
XB	 Intermediate variable; orbit-refere.rced X 	 PLANET
component of planetary position
XDOT	 YIDT(1) converted to m/s
XIMAX	 Floating point version of IMAX
` XJ2	 Second zonal harmonic coefficient of Jupiter's
	 (COMMON)
gravitational field
XJ4	 Fourth zonal harmonic coefficient of Jupiter's 	 (COMMON',
gravitational field
XKAN	 The number of integration steps between any two
measurement times
XKON	 The number of integration steps between the
initial time and the first measurement time
XKM	 Navigation gain, momentum feedback	 NAVINT
XKPSI	 Navigation gain, feedback	 NAVINT
XKI
	
Navigation gain, Vg feedback
	 NAVINT
XKTHE	 Navigation gain, 6 feedback	 NAVINT
XKVPSI
	
Navigation gain, Vii feedback	 NAVINT
XKVTHE	 Navigation gain, Ve feedback	 NAVINT
XL1	 Floating point version of L1
XLMAX	 Floating point version of LMAX
XMEAN	 The statistical mean of the navigated error	 NUMER1
in YI(1) at any measurement time
XMKO
XMK1	 Intermediate variables used in the Runge-
XMK2	 Kutta integration of EM
XMK3
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)
	 SCR 290 II
SUBROUTINE
APPEARANCEVARIABLE	 DEFINITION
XMDD20	 Mean value of the measurement error in
declination of the observed planet (Sun's frame)
in arc sec
XMNA10	 Mean value of the measurement error in right
ascension of the observed planet (Jupiter's
frame) in arc sec
XMNA1	 XMNA10 converted to radians
XMNA2	 XMNA20 converted to radians
XMNA20 Mean value of the measurement error in right
ascension of the observed planet (Sun's frame)
in arc sec
XMND10	 Mean value of the measurement error in decli-
nation of the observed planet .(Jupiter Is frame)
in arc sec
XMND1	 XMND10 converted to radians
XMND2	 XMDD20 converted to radians
XMU(I)	 I=1,10	 Planetary gravitational constants
XN1	 Planetary index code representing initial
center of coordinates
XNMAX	 Floating point version of NMAX
XNN (I)	 1.1,10	 Planetary mean motion
XNUM	 Total number of navigated trajectories




X component of planetary position
XSUB1	 A uniformly distributed random number (-I.<
XSUB2 < 1.) associated with measurement
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)
SUBROUTINE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
XSUB2	 A uniformly distributed random num-)er (-1.<
XSUB2_< 1.) associated with measurement
errors in declination
XSUB3	 A uniformly distributed random number (-1.<
XSUB3< 1. ) associated with errors in knowledge
of the initial X position component
XSUB4	 A uniformly distributed random number (-1.<
XSUB4< 1.) associated with errors in knowledge
of the initial Y position component
XSUB5	 A uniformly distributed random number (-1
XSUB5< 1.) associated with errors in knowledge
of the initial Z position component
XSUB6	 A uniformly distributed random number (-1.<
XSUB6< 1.) associated with errors in knowledge
of the initial X velocity component
XSUB7	 A uniformly distributed random number (-1.<
XSUB7 < 1.) associated with errors in knowledge
of the initial Y velocity component
XSUB8	 A uniformly distributed random number (-1
XSUB8< 1.) associated with errors in knowledge
of the initial Z velocity component
XX	 Initial X component of vehicle position in km or
AU
XX(I)	 I=19 3	 Intermediate variable used in the cal- RECTIF
culation of the rectified position
components
XXPR	 Inertial X component of the navigated vehicle
position
Y	 YI(2) converted to km
Y(I)	 I=1, 3	 The vehicle position components as 	 TRUINT
used in the truth integration scheme
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued) 	 SCR 290 II
SUBROU'T'INE
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION	 APPEARANCE
YO	 Initial Y component of vehicle position in AU
YB Intermediate variable; orbit-referenced Y PT_,ANET
component of planetary position
YDOT YIDT(2) converted to m/s
YIC(I) I=1,10	 Cosine of planetary inclination (COMMON)
angle,
YI11) X component of vehicle position
YI(2) Y component of vehicle position (COMMON)
Yip Z component of vehicle position
Y1DT(1) X c4. _nponent of vehicle velocity
YIDT(2) Y component of vehicle velocity (COMMQIN)
YIDT(3) Z component of vehicle velocity
YIS(I) I=1, 10	 Sine of planetary inclination (COAMt!VION)
angle
YMEAN The statistical mean of the navigated error NUMER 1
in YI(2) at any measurement time














Inertial Y component of navigated vehicle
position
Z	 YI(3) converted to km
ZO	 Initial Z component of vehicle position in AU
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C. INTERPLANETARY SPACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM (continued)
VARIABLE	 DEFINITION
ZDOT	 YIDT(3) converted to m/s
ZMEAN	 The statistical mean of the navigated error in
YI(3) at any measurement time
ZPR	 The orbital Z component of navigated position
ZR(I)	 I=1,10	 Z component of planetary position







Z Z PR	 The inertial Z component of navigated vehicle
position
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